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Coast Guardsmen Observed Christmas

The two Coast Guard cutter* stationed at Kncklan<l vied with
one another io ChriMtinug. .decoration* and the result was a colorful
display at the Coast Guard Moorings at the foot of Tillson avenue.
The larger of the two, the buoy tender Laurel, broke out a light
ed cross and fastened It to the masthead. More than eight feet in
height. It could be seen from many sections of the city, shining bril
liantly against the Black winter night sky.
The crew on the rescue tug Snohomish, which ties up at the op
posite end of the Coaftt Guard pier, rigged a large Christmas tree

atop the ship’s stack and decorated it with colored bulbs which were
lighted.
The crew at the Moorings, not to be outdone, made a huge
Merry Xmas sign, lighted it and hung it on the base chimney facing
up Tillson avenue.
As one approached the base at the foot of Tillson avenue, there
was no doubt bet what the Coast Guardsmen were observing Christ
mas and wished everyone a Merry Christinas, too.

Senator Seth Low of Rockland,
who is serving his final days in
office after several yiais of duty
in the legislative halls at Au
gusta, spoke before the Rotary
Club Friday noon.
Drawing on his experiences and
knowledge of the problems which
face each successive Senate and
House. he outlined those which
will confront the legislators as
they convene early next month.
Although he chose not to run
for re-election, he has retained a
keen interest in affairs at Au
gusta and in the following speech
which is printed in full, gave Ro
tarians a clear picture of the
preblms to be dealt with in the
coming legislative session.
“Thanks to the sales tax. good
business and rising prices, recent
Maine
Legislatures have
had
plenty of money to run the state.
Not only have they been able to
expand service^ of all kinds, but
also they have been able to put
many millions of dollars into
capital improvements such as
Teachers Colleges. Institutions and
the University of Maine.
Un
fortunately. tax revenues have
recently decreased, making a
much more difficult
financial
picture than usual.
“Speaking in general terms,
there is a gap of about $20,500,000
between estimates of revenues and
the requests of the department
heads. Of this about $12 700,000
is to continue present services and
$7,800,000 is for new services. A
( study of the former shows that
i the deficit for current services
j could w’ell be cut to somewhat
unde! $4,000,000 unless th* Legisi lature decides that selective pay
increases asked by the state emi ptoyees are reasonable. If these
i pay increases are put into effect,
the deficit for current services
will be close to $6,000,000.
“Obviously this is no time for
any major tax measure.
The
sales tax was increased only two

years ago and most Ma’nc people
are
convinced that the state
should never raise money through
an income tax. So again it will
probably be necessary to have
piecemeal tax
increases, with
liquor, cigarettes and the trade-in
of automobiles carrying most of
the load.
Increases in these
three categories could just alxjut
take care of the deficit for cur rent
service^ without being unduly
burdensome.
“There is one other completely
painless way of raising money,
and that is by saving.
During
Governor Hildreth’s administration
and again during the current per
iod state revenues declined severe
ly and it seemed necessary to
both Governors to cut expenses.
This was done in each case by
an across the board cut of five
per cent in expenses which, in the
current biennium is producing
savings at the rate of $3,000,000
for the two years. To make such
savings no employee was fired;
simply vacant positions were not
filled and other types of expenses
were reduced.
In spite of the
cuts, the state government con
tinued to run smoothly and with
out any logs in efficiency. I be
lieve that a governor who was
determined to make a business
out of state administration could
save twice a.s much or more with
out in any way hurting the func
tions which the state should per
form. And that would take care
of the deficit for current services.

FIVE LOCAL FISHERMEN SURVIVE

City Recreation Director Henry’ Loren Bennett. Joseph Pietroski,
S. Marsh announced Tuesday after Ronald Winchenbach, Ted Benner,
noon that the three city basketbahl Tor.y Casey, Karl Low and Robert
leagues, sponsored by The Courier- Caiderwood. Torpedoes from the
Gazette. will open competition Jan North School.
uary 5 and run to sometime in
March at the Community Building
The three circuit*, fifth and sixth,
seventh and eighth, and high school,
will have a tota! of 170 boys on 23
teams.
Team rosters for the fifth and
sixth grade level include: Cocaptains Raymond Dennison and
Robert Learned, William Frost.
David Roes, Richard Johnson. Fred
Hodgkins, James Baker and Donald
Barbour, Eagles from the North
School
Co-captains Ernest Grover and
Ronald Maxzeo. Pat Lombardo.
William Ret d. Thad Grotton. Frank
Colburn and David Huntley. Warrim's of the North School,
Co-captains Gary Demmons and

Captain Willard F’ease, George
Nye
Russell
Leavitt.
Robert
Emery. Seward Dinsmore. Linwood
Adams. Dennis Fraughton. Martin
Rubenstein.
Richard
Campbell,
Michael McNeil and Larry Emery,
Celtics from the McLain School.
1 Co-captains Dick Carver and
Richard Knowlton. Ronald Lufkin,
Fred Merriam. Allen Fogarty. Rob
ert Myers. Larry Hedaa. Leslie
Demmons and Don Andrus. Black
Panthers trom the South School.

Wales. Bernard Oakes. Stephen Wil
lett, Don Kalloch. John Walker,
Paul Kvorjak. Alton Hooper, Glenn
Jones. James Mathi* son and Milton
Sprague. Bobcats from th* Owls
Head School.
Captain Steve Hodgkins, Joe
Hughes. Jeffrey Newman. Bob
Wiggin, Bill Baker. Russell Huntley and Gregory Monaghan, Pick
ups from Tyler School
(Continues on Page Three)

Knox Hospital
Opening May Be
Delayed Month

Captain George Ross, Clifford
Colson. Scott Willett. Tom Painter,
Knox Hospital officials expect
Carleton Allen. David Holsipple. that the opening of the ir. titution's
Bill Tinker, Gary Havener. Bill new wing will be delayed at least
Phiibrook and David Chase. Tigris a month.
(Continued On Page Five)
from the Owls Head Central School
Captain Robert Tinker. Richard
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A second
ecu
Five Knox County men were
in the night as they ran for- port.
among the eight man crew of the
Cook Maxwell Holmes awakened
New
Bedford scallop dragger just in time to see another crew
Wamsutta which called for Coast man collapse. The cause was car
Guard aid 100 miles off Province- bon monoxide furn* s leaking into
town Tuesday after springing a the crew's quarters from the port
leak forward, possibly for collision , able pump
with a submerged object.
The crow was awakened and
Aboard the craft were: George made their way into thp clear a r
Simmons of Friendship. Donald on deck to recover from the effects
Curtis. Rockland; Cilfton Sim of the deadly fumes which could
mons Friendship; Albert Curtis. have overcome them in a short
Rockland and Maxwell Holmex. time.
also of Rockland.
They made it into Nt w Bedfor d
First knowledge of the danger' and were able to arrive home in
to the scallopet was a radioed dis the late evening of Christmas Eve
tress call to the Coast Guard that after surviving two major dangers
the Wamsutta was sinking. She was1 in a span of a few hours
taking more water than her pumps j
could handle and the situation:
Pageant Sunday
wa> becoming critical.
The Coast Guard sent out a
At St. Peter's
helicopter with a portable pump
aboard which it lowered to the j
Sunday at 3 p in the children
trawler’s deck as
the copter' of St. Peter's Church School will
hovered overhead. It also landed present the Christmas pageant.
two Coast Guardsmen to man the ’ The Adoration of the Kings and
(Continued on Page Flvei
pump

McDonoughs Win Vinalhaven Light Contest
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COFFIN TO WORK FOR HELICOPTER
RESCUE SERVICE BY COAST GUARD
IN BAY AREA THE YEAR AROUND
A special study into the restora
tion of the Coast Guard helicopter
service for this area was promised
by Congressman Frank M. Coffin
of Lewiston, from the Second
Maine District in a letter to Rock
land
City
Manager
Charles
Haynes, dated Dec. 19.
The letter, which was a reply
to a letter Haynes had sent to the
Congressman, promised that a
special study will be initiated at
th** start of the coming session of
Congress next month for not only
restoring the helicopter service
but also improving the Coast
Guard stations along the coast.
The Search and Rescue Division
of the Coast Guard stated in a re
port that the helicopter, which
was based at Rockland Municipal
Airport from July 1 to Sept. 3.
made only nine search and rescue

missions.
Haynes had advised Coffin in
letter that a check of rescue c
during a 12 month period should
made before a final decision m
as to whether or not the govt
ment should maintain a helicoj
rescue unit in Rockland.
It '
noted that an increased numibe:
emergency calls for boats in
tress and to transport ill pet
from th*» islands to the mainl
are made in the spring and wii
months than in the summer ti
The helicopter service at
Municipal Airport was establis
with a 24 hour watch, with pi
and crewmen ready to assist
emergencies at any time when
ing was possible.
The unit
stationed in a building which
city remodeled into a hangar
office.
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Sponsored by
KNOX HOSPITAL LADIES

“It would be easy to maintain
that no new services aie justified
at this time, but part of the in
creases asked for by the Univers
ity of Maine are so classified.
They ask for $1 164.000 to raise
salaries, $900,000 for 20 new in
structors and $1,000,000 for miscelaneous expenses.
“I yield to no one in my respect
and admiration for the job which
is being done by the University.
Nothing that the state is doing is
more important, and they should
have a high priorty when it comes
to money, both operating and capi
tal. Thty have growing pains sim
ply because there already exist in
the states enough boys and girls
to push enrollment to 9,000 by 1970.
.•ven though an unusually small per
centage of Maine’s high school
graduates go on to college. For
many years, in an effort to in
crease this percentage, entrance
qualifications have been kept low.
Th* cost of tuition, which is high* i
thin most land grant colleges, is
-till only about one-third of that
at Colby. Bates' and Bow’doin.
Th* se two policies have finally ta
ken hold and at present more boys
and girls ate applying for admis
sion than can be taken care of.
The cost to the state is now high.
The cost for the future is stagger
ing.
“If I felt that nearly all of the
stud* nts who entered th*' Univer
sity w* re going to benefit greatly
from the large amount of money
which is being spent on them. I
wouldn’t much care about the cost.
But I am convinced that a policy
of low entrance qualifications tends
to admit a substantial percentage
of students who get very little in
ch .d from college education other
than a fairly convivial sojourn. It
would be better and much cheaper
if this class of student was not
admitted at all.
“No estimat* of the cost of main
taining a university of 9 090 pupils
has ever been given out by the
trustees. but we know that the cost
to the state would be tremendous
under present policies. As things
arc now. everyone gets the same

FRIGIDAIRE

SIXTH ANNUAL

Nntt gear's

since this is the figure at which
they are aiming in 1870. The Leg
islature should have assurance that
this is the case and further should
know what the estimated cost of all
the other buildings and facilities
contemplated in the whole expan
sion program. In other words we
should have all the facts before us
before we even start such a huge
project, and we must make sure
low rate of tuition regardless of that we are going to be able to see
whether they are rich or poor. Cer it through. Our state is large in
tainty many of the parents who area but small in population and
send their children to Maine could limited in many respects. We will
well afford to pay what their edu hurt ourselves if we try to do too
cation costs and would. I believe, much too quickly. Maine people
be glad to do so. This would be have indicated that they want pro
a large saving. In the case of the gressive and liberal government.
many students who couldn’t do But I don't for one minute believe
this, the state should step in with that they want to go overboard on
help, even to the point of paying new taxes and bond issues. Let us
the whole bill if no other resources be sure to keep our sense of sound
were available and if the child was values.
properly qualified.
“Maine with**900.000 people and
So much for the problem of cur 20.000 miles of road to take care of
rent revenues and expenses.
As will have an almost continuous
regards capital expenses, it has highway problem for a long time.
long been the policy of the state to This year it is no better than usual
make capital improvements largely financially, even though we can be
from surplus revenues, and until happy and proud of the fine roads
$2,500,000 Penobscot Bay Ferry which David Stevens is building for
bonds were sold this year, the us. For once we have the feeling
year, the state had no general fund that the roads being built now are
debt. Few states are in so good a going to last for a while and that
position. At the end of the present we aie getting our money's worth
biennium the surplus is likely to be for what we spend. But by the end
only about.$5,000,000 against 10 to 12 of the coming biennium all of the
millions in more prosperous years money from the last bond issue will
Of this five million not more than have been spent. It will take about
four million should be appropriat S14.0C0.000 new money to go
ed. and that is all that is available through the following two years if
for new building programs. This all we do is to match federal sub
com s as a shock to those who sidies. It will take at least that
have seen the state put many mil much more for each succeeding bi
lions into new construction pro ennium until the Interstate Highgrams and now suddenly find that , wav is finished. The 99th Legisla
their pet project may be delayed. ture will have to decide on a long
From there it is only a short step range program which will probably
to the easy path of borrowing. But mean borrowing at least $40,000,000
not one single group of the many more, and will also have to decide
who favor new bond issues has had how the money is to be rained to
the honesty to say what the inter pay off both the old and the new
est charges would amount to. and bond issues. People who would bor
not one has gone on record as row large amounts for the general
being willing to support a tax fund should not forget that these
measure to pay the bill. Perhaps highway requirements must be
there will be some situations which . taken care of, too.
the Legislature will find so compel
“The
Legislature
will
have
ling that they will recommend a many problems not connected
bond issue to the people. But they : with money. One of these
the
should think well whether it Governor’s Council. Basically the
wouldn’t be wiser to wait, perhaps council is a check and a balance
only a short time, until the job on the executive department, and
could be done without borrowing.
we should have this in some form
“The University of Maine is ask until governors stop paying off
ing for a bond issue of $24,000,000 political debts with appointments.
for housing of students and instruc The members of the council at
tors which will be paid for entirely present are elected by the Legis
out of increased charges and will lature on the recommendation of
not cost the state anything. Pre the legislators from the county
sumably this will provide accom whose turn it is to have represenmodations for a University of 9000
(Continued on Page Six)

Problems Facing Legislature
Outlined By Low Friday In
Talk Before Rockland Rotarians

Court Leagues
TWO DANGEROUS EXPERIENCES
ABOARD THE TRAWLER WAMSUTTA
Of Recreation Department Have
23 Teams And 170 On The Squads
Courier-Gazette
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MUSK BY DOUG VINAL

ANO ORCHESTRA

COME ANO HAVE A BALL!
Donation • $5.00 th. Couple
US

Pictured hi the home nf Air. and Mm. Patrick McDnnnnch which won first award in the Chriotmao
dceorationx contest of the Vinalhaven Garden Club. Second priie went to Mr. anil Mm. Thorolf Petervnn
and third to Mr. and Mm. Victor Shields. The home of Mr. and Mm. Robert Tolman wav accorded hon
orable mention. Feaalee'a Gnra<e was flmt la the commercial decorations elam with the Vinalhaven
Light * Power Co. aeennd aad dames CaMerwooda Wharf third, Jadcla. the deenrationa were Mm. David ,

------DnnnM Poole aad Andrew Gilehreat.

Photo by Pat Dunean

WASHERS
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RANGES

5 DAYS ONLY
DECEMBER 26 THRU DECEMBER 31

FREEZERS
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BASKETBALL SQUADS OF ALL

Think You Are

LEAGUES SET TO KICK OFF

A Good Driver?

SECOND HALF OF COURT SEASON
The high school squads in the
area will be set one week from
now to open the second half of com
petition in the Knox-Unco In and
Medomak Valley Leagues
Many of the teams, who got off
to a slow’ start, are expected to
climb up the ladder in the stand
ings and give the league lead. :s a
rough time.
Competition in the boys side of
the Knox-Lmcoln circuit se< ms tu
be narrowing down once again to
Boothbay and Camden, who have
four wins apiece in league games.
The Wiscasset Redskins are hold
ing down the third place slot
thanks to a win Friday night over
Waldoboro
A tight race will develop for the
fourth place position between Lin
coln Academy and Waldoboro, who
each have a one and three ta..\
The girls standings seem to be
just opposite of the boys, with
Thomaston riding th.- crest of the
teams with a four and nothing
record
Wiscasset dropped down
to the second spot’w hen the Wal
doboro sextetti. who have lost one
league contest, handed them a set
back Friday night
Looking at the Medomak Valley
League, it looks like Rockport will
take both the boys and girls' titles
this year unless Union avenges
their first meeting with th« Be.-vers later on in the season
Rockport has not only defeated
the Eagles this year but has
downed Thomaston and Waldoboro
of the Knox-Lincoln circuit. Their
only setbacks were at the hands of
Camden.
A promising contender is Apple-

Think you’re a good driver? Then
how much do you know about night

ton who gave the Rockporters a
driving, the toughest kind of travel
very tough time Friday night and
ing there is?
have a very strong chance of fin
Fifty-four per cent of all those
ishing ahead of Bristol this season killed in traffic accidents last year
in the five team circuit
failed this test. Would you?
1. At night you see as well tra
The Bristol and Appleton girls
ire tied for the second spot with a veling 60 miles per hour as at 40
.500 average The boys team from miles per hour. True or false?
2. The biggest danger in night
Appleton, however, are in fourth
driving is fatigue. True or false?
place with a .250 average
3. Traveling a two-lane, unlightThe standings are:
. d highway at 60 miles per hour on
KNOX-UXCOIA
a clear night, you suddenly see on
Boys
Won Lost Pet. the roadway ahead ahead a car
4
0
Camden
1 000 with no lights. You couid stop soon
Boothbay Region 4
1 ouu enough to avoid hitting the car
0
2
Wiscasset
2
500 ahead True or false?
4 A driver has 20 20 vision. So
3
250
Waldoboro
1
Both of them see
3
250 does his son.
Lincoln Acade my I
True or
0
4
000 equally well at night
Thomaston
false?
Girls
5
You can see traffice signs bet
Won Lost Pet
4
0
Thomaston
1.000 ter during the day than at night.
Wiscasset
3
1
75o True or false?
6 The darker it is the more dan
Waldoboro
3
1
750
3
250 gerous it is to drive at night. True
Camden
1
J>50 or faise?
Lincoln Academy 1
3
The answers:
4
Boothbay Reg ion
0
000
1
F list
At
higher speeds
MI 1NIMAK V ALLEY LEAGI1
\ our ability to j«?e objects is
Boys
greatly reduced.
Won Lost Pet
2. False. The inability of the
Rockport
4
1 GOO
Union
3
1
750 Unaided human eyt to see hazards
500 at night :s the cause of most afterBristol
2
2
Appleton
1
3
250 dark accidents.
3. False.
It would take at
0
4
Warren
.000
1< ast 366 feet to stop but head
Girls
Won Lost Pc*. lights on the average car illumin
Rockpo; ~
4
u
1 ooo ate only about 300 feet ahead.
Appleton
2
2
5<X) Seven states are combating this
2
2
problem
by
issuing
Bristol
500 visibility
1
Union
250 safet\ plates that have a reflec
Maine
Wa rren
1
250 ts. material on them.
vas one of the first. The plates
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette of som»- states can be seen from

cratx and about 90 Republicans set discipline he can maintain as lead Advertise in The Courlier-Gaxette.
out to strip Cannon of much of his er of the majority party in the
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A VERY SPECIAL CHRISTMAS GIFT

Because of the “St. Patrick's Day
! Revolution", Sam Rayburn has
little of the formal authority which
Reed and Cannon delegated to
themselves.
He still has the important “speak
er’s eye”, or the power of recog
nizing members who wish to speak
on the floor.
But most of his strength comes
from an informal source the party

Rockland citizens, regardless of party, which really
plays no part in the matter, are delighted with the action
of Governor Muskie in appointing Rockland’s Director of
Health and Welfare, Joshua N. Southard, to the State Ad
visory Board of Health and Welfare.
This recognition of the fine record and outstanding ser
vice in his department rendered by Mr. Southard, came as
a pleasant surpri - ind most happy Christmas gift to the
veteran director
This very real honor given Mr. Southard by Governor
Muskie was in in., with good judgment and consideration
w hich has be. n characteristic of our fine Governor and of
him we again voice our admiration.

;80l 8 8 8 I

One out of every 23 Bell System
employees is a scientist, engineer
or technician. Many work on de
fense projects such as radar, sub
marine detection and guided mis
sile systems.

Time proves that individual j
thinking is the life-blood of our i
democratic wav of life.

88 8 88 »»»»»•«*«»»*» >4 8

8 8 88888 I 84 8 9899>99»

& A Mm Year... A New Way

THEY EASILY BEAT THEIR ELDERS
Thomaston High School held an election of school offi
cials for a day recently in line with the excellent practice
of many schools.
The two parties comprising the 238 pupils conducted
an arduous campaign ol four weeks to select a principal, a
teacher, coach and janitor
One remarkable and highly encouraging fact emerged
from the choice lor these positions to serve for one day.
It was not the victory of the Loyalists over the Constructors
that mattered What did matter was the pleasing fact that
only three defective ballots w’ere found in the total of 238.
There is a mark lor their elders to shoot at in the next
regular election

FOR THE CHILDREN AND THE AGED
A hi iif item undei the Loudville news in Thursday's
issue of this newspaper held a world of meaning.
The item
"Rev. Neal D. Bousfield of the Sea Coast
Mission was here Monday and left packages foi the chil
dren and the aged

Ovei the years the Sea Coast Mission has carried on a
splendid and frequently hazardous work in behalf of the
inhabitants of the outlying islands seldom if ever reached
In any other Chnstian agency
This woik covers ail the year and all the people with a
special effort at Christmas always made in behalf of the
children the aged and those shut in by illness.
It seems to us that here is another very good instance
of the real spirit of Christmas, far removed from commer
cialism
It does seem that on the great day on which the Chris
tian world celebrates the birth of the Saviour that special
effort -hould be made, not only by the Sea Coast Mission
but by all people, to make the day hold more cheer and
happines- for children, the aged and those shut in by grave
illness

A PROBLEM HARD TO UNDERSTAND
There is a wide dr ergence of policy and practice by
the railroads of the eastern United States and those of the
west in the mattei of passenger service.
Several of the western toads have adopted the policy of
making substantial cuts in fares, improving and moderniz
ing equipment and making improvements in service to the
traveling public, actively competing with air transportation.
In the east the policy is depressinglv and disastrously
the opposite Shockingly sharp cuts in the number of pas
senger trains opeiated and in many instances just as
-hocking and disastrous fare increases are planned for many
classes ot service as high as a forty-five per cent jump
in some instances
The fact remains that both must maintain the same
rails roadbeds biidges. signal systems and motive power
for freight traffic whether or not they carry passengers.
The American way is to seek increased revenue through
increasing volume and this is the policy being pursued by
the western railroads
The eastern roads are operating
in the h verse . ith. i increasing the cost per individual pas
senger not already driven away by cuts in service or else
abandoning all passenger traffic to buses and airlines.
It is a most depressing picture to those dwelling in the

east

FOR ALL . . .
THE CHURCH
t the greatest factor on

w_._.__ ___
ilding of character and
good citizenship. It u a storehouse of
spiritual value*. Without a strong Church,
neither democracy nor civilization can
survive. There are four sound reasons

What will you be doing when the clock strikes
twelve on New Year's Eve? Celebrating? Celebrating
what? The death of the old year and the birth of the
new?

Why? Didn't the year past measure up to your
expectations? Are you glad to be rid of it? If so—
what makes you think next year is going to be any

better?
Only you can lay the foundation for a better future
—with God’s help! If you are to be a better person,
if next year is to be a better year, you must include
God in your planning.
Here is the opportunity of a New Year. Let us
go to the House of the Lord! Let us give thanks to
Him for what has been and ask His blessing upon
what is to be.
.. u
v
What more perfect beginning could there be to

cans gave the speakership the
2.000 feet away
4. False. The son s»es better power that has caused some ex
at night. Night vision decreases perts to rank it as the second most
important office in the nation.
with age.
Henry Clay was the first to turn
5. False. Modern traffic signs
the office to political advantage.
made of reflective material show
The speaker was simply an im
color and lettering better at night
partial moderator before Clay's
because they contrast with the
election in 1811. But. according to
surrounding darkness.
The World Book Encyclopedia, the
6. False. The most dangerous
"Great Compromiser" used the
driving is at dusk, between 5 and
office to argue so forcefully for
6 o'iclock.
The confusing half
the War of 1812 that it was called
light, heavy traffic volume and
“Mr. Clay's War".
ill-marked hazards are among the
However, the speakership was
factors contributing to the prob
transformed into a political tool
lem.
almost as powerful as the presi
There! That should have been
dency by Thomas Reed and “Uncle
easy for a good driver like you.
Joe" Cannon.
If you missed just one question or
In 1990. Reed cracked down on
more, beware—it took just one the delaying tactics of minority
night driving mistake to kill near groups by counting all members
ly 21.0000 drivers last year!
present as a quorum—a number
sufficient to conduct business—«ven
if they did not vote.
Rayburn 15 Years
The move earned Reed the nick
name “Czar”, but the Supreme
Court later upheld the rule.
Reed's methods were only the
starting point for Joseph Cannon,
When the With Congiess convenes who ruled the House like a dictator
on January 7. Sam Rayburn will in the early 1900's.

of the Church shelf, which needs hss

moral and material support. Plan Io go
to church regularly and read yonr Bible
daily.

Buck

Day

Chapter

Tee

John
Sunday
John
Monday
Hebrews
Tuesday
Wednesday Hebrews
Thuraday
Psaliua
Friday
Saturday

Psalms

Ecclesiastes

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

DEPOSITORS TRUST COMPANY

Member of Federal Reserve System
Member of Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

23 Offices Serving the Heart of Maine

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
Member Federal Reserve Sjstem

COFFIN'S CLOTHING
Men's and Boys*

HOCKING GRANITE INDUSTRIES, INC.
GRANITE MANTELS FOR FIREPLACES
Clark Island

MCDONALD'S
THOMASTON

MAINE

TEL. S

Prescription Speeialists
428 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND-ROCKPORT LIME CO., INC
ROCKLAND — MAINE

G. H. ASTON & SONS, INC.
410-112 MAIN STREET

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
ROCKLAND'S COMPLETE FAMILY STORE

ROCKLAND ESSO STATION
AVIS RENT-A-CAR
Telephone 8001
John Carry, Prop.

SUPERIOR OIL, INC.
BOX 828

Visit Our Luncheonette

DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY
Division of American Marietta Company

THOMASTON, MAINE

EASTERN TIRE SERVICE, INC.

ESSO PRODUCTS
ROCKLAND, MAINE

NEWBERT'S RESTAURANT

RETREADING AND REPAIRING
70 Park Street
Telephone KOI

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSN.
Serving Knox County la Thrift and
Home Ownership Since 1888

SAMOSET HOTEL
MAINE'S PREMIER RESORT HOTEL

McCARTY'S DRUG STORE
YOUR FAMILY DRUG STORE

LAMB'S DRY CLEANERS
SERVICE AS YOU WANT IT
MAIN ST.
TELEPHONE

FEYLER FISH CO., INC.

RICHARDSON'S
Clothing and Shoes
THOMASTON

LOBSTERS — FISH — SCALLOPS
Freeh and Salt El.k of All Kind,

A. C McLOON & CO.
Distributor Shell Gasoline, Usage, Enel

40 FATHOM FISHERIES AND TRAWLERS

Utility-Gas and Appliances

PROCESSORS OF FROZEN FISH

BOB'S LOBSTERLAND
ROUTE 1

WARREN

GEORGE HALL
CONTRACTOR

BOB'S LUNCH
<72 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

All Time Record

THORNDIKE HOTEL and

ALGIN CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Once, after putting a question for
a voice vote, “Uncle Joe” declared,
“The ayes make the moat noise
but the ns yes have it.”
Even some members of Cannon's
party rebelled. In l«0, aa M. Patrick's Day, a coalition ef Demo-1

community and nation. (4) For the sake

Sponsored By

Speaker of House,

take up the gavel he has wielded
for a record-break.ng 15 years as
speaker of the House of Repreeentatives.
The Texas Democrat has held the
post almost twice as long as any
other speaker. But two Republi

children’s sake. ()) For the sake of hw

Kritter JJv. S.nicr. Slrttbitro, F<

Cnpfri'fhl

A vei v special sort of gift was presented at Christmas
to the Augusta General Hospital by the Maine Heart Asso
ciation.
It was What is technically known as an Electrodyne
PM-65 machine, literally a life-renewing development lot
that entire ana It is designed for use in stimulating and
restoring heart action which has faltered or stopped. It can
be used while surgery is In progress, in fact is most valu
able then The hospital has three operating rooms and this
new machine is portable, hence suitable in any place needed.
What finer gift could be made than this or some other
piece of lit. - ring pain relieving or labor saving value
to our own overworked nursing stall in Knox County Gen
eral Hospital'* What finer beneficiary could be found for
any person's last will and testament?

are: (1) For his own sake. (2) For his

any year?

LLOYD'S REXALL DRUGS

AUGUSTA HOSPITAL'S GIFT AT CHRISTMAS

why every person should attend services
regularly and support the Church. They

HUSTUS BODY SHOP

ROCKLAND HOTEL

GREGORY'S
MEN'S ANO BOYS’ CLOTHING

THOMASTON

.. ............ »»»"

..................................................................
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STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men
John M. Richardson

Coming Events
[Social ana community event*

an solicited for this calendar. All
are free and space here cannot he
purchased. Strictly lommerclal
affairs, sales, suppers, deuces,
cannot he accepted. The decision
of the editor Is final.]
Jan. 1—New Year's Day.

Christmas greetings were sent
1 300 miles across the country
Thursday from the fire department
at St. Joseph, Mo., to the Rockland
Fire Station.
Both departments
are on the same wave frequency.
Chief Wesley Knight said that the
Rockland station has picked up calls
from St. Joseph quite frequently
during the year.

Captain Scott Describes The Bitter Initiation
To A Steamboat Man’s Life
Given Him By Steamer Penobscot

BORN

A representative from the Social
Security Administration District
Office in Augusta will be at the
Rockland Post Office, second floor,
every Monday during the month of
January from 10 to 12.30 and from
1 to 2.30 p. m.

foreetay over my head.
Seas
thundered under her sponsons, the
backwash shooting skyward, show
ered me with freezing spindrift.
My oil coat was like a sheeting of
str el. I leaned against the leeward
rail and held a firm grip to pre
vent from sliding on the ice fore
deck as she rolled her guards un
der, and her sponsons met the seas
with a thunderous roar. With two
pair of woolen mittens on my
hands, the outside pair was stiff
with ice. With spun yarn around
my waist and knotted in front, the
ice laden ends hung down and
tapped with precision accuracy
against my oil coat.
(My legs were tired from standing
in one position but I could get some
relief by raising one foot to rest it
on the old fashion stock anchors
that were on her upper forward
deck. I kept my leeward ear flap
per open as much as possible to de
tect any sound ahead. This ear
drum ached from the constant bel
low of her whistle, through these
long dreary hours.
The worst torture of a bow look
out is imagination. You imagine
you hear a whistle, not being sure
you don't dare report it. You wait.
Now you don’t hear it. You say to
yourself, “It must have been my
imagination.”
Still you almost
tr< mble with that chance of uncer
tainty. You are tortured in mind
as well as in body.

MILLS IN SCOUTING 25 YEARS

Esancy—At Knox Hospital. Dec.
25. to Mr. and Mra. Clyde Esancy
of Liberty, a daughter.
Fuller—At Knox Hospital. Dec.
25. to Mr. and Mrs Ronald P. Ful
ler of Warren, a daughter.
Willey—At Knox Hospital, Dec.
25. to Mr. and Mrs. Russell Willey
A 1966 Ford ranch wagon was of Rockland, a daughter.
demolished Wednesday night when
MARRIED
it hit a patch of ice on New Coun
Winslow-Young — At Lincolnville.
ty road in Rockland, struck a
Dec. 20, George L. Winslow of West
street sign at the coiner of Ulmer
Rockport and Rosemary Young of
street, skidded 361 feet and rolled Lincolnville, by Rev. Clyde Emberover in an adjoining field. Rock ling.
land Police raid that the owner
of the car. Douglas L. Levan. 22.
DIED
of Marsh Road in Thomaston, was
Robert?*—At Vinalhaven. Dec. 26.
found in a house on Ulmer street, Mary Katherine Roberts, widow’ of
Soon I was relieved by being able
about 100 yards away from the the late David Roberts, age 81
to report a whistle. The answer
accident. Levan told the investi years. Funeral services Tuesday
came back from the middle win
Photo by Shear
gating officers that he received at 2 p. m. from the Headley Fun
dow. “We heard it.” Beginning to
Albert Mills. Sr.. Scoutmaster of Boy Scout Troop 204, right, is
the bump on his head from falling eral Home in Vinalhaven with Rev.
report something after a long shown receiving a pin tor 25 years of service to Scouting from Horatio
Norman Peacock officiating. En
on the ice. The Rockland Fire
tombment will be in the John Car
dreary silence is a new’ lease on C. Cowan of Rockland, area advancement chairman, Monday night at
Department was called to the ver Cemetery, Vinalhaven.
life for the bow lookout on a night the First Baptist ( hurch in Rockiand. Mills has served in the capacity
scene when the antifreeze spilleJ
of neighborhood commissioner. Scoutmaster, institutional representa
Hilding—At Vinalhaven. Dec. 25,
such as this
tive, Explorer advisor and secretary and treasurer of the Knox County
on the motor, causing consider John Peterson Hilding. age 76
From th. n on for the rest of the Scouters group (luring his quarter of a century of service. Also high
able smoke but did not catch fire years. Funeral services Sunday at
night I suffered terrible torture. I lighting the annual ( hristmas party of the troop Monday night was the
The ambulance from Burpee’ i 2 p. m. from the Headley Funeral
was able to break that almost un presentation of second class pins to Gerald and Robert Bartlett.
Funeral Home was also called to Home in Vinalhaven with Rev. Nor
bearable silence by reporting Boon
The broad-beamed, rather clumsy looking Penobscot would roll guards under with little excuse
the scene when it was first thought man Peacock officiating. Entomb
Island, then the whistle on Cape
ment will be in Calderwood Neck the summer, but in the winter’s heavy ice she truly came into her own.
Graham
Marine
photo.
Dick Miller. Glen Clay. Barry Ellis
that the driver was pinned in the Cemetery.
Elizabeth, Portland Lightship. Se Court Leaguers
and Terry Hilton. Flying Eagles.
overturned car.
79 Paprocki Avenue the berth. I was beginning to feel'cart. I was well seasoned for the guin Island, and White Head, but
Stahl—At Waldoboro, Dec. 24.
Captain Todd McIntosh, Robert
(Continued from Page One)
Forrest H. Stahl, age 87 years.
West Islip, N. Y.
the effects of the chilly wind of task as I had been doing hourly the happiest moment of ail was
An overheated motor in a cool Funeral services today’ at 1 p. m.
Members of fhe teams in the Hunt. Raymond Kirk. Fred Ripley,
Atlantic Avenue. I chose the refuge work on steamers of the Savannah after we had felt our way through
December 3, 1958
er called the Rockland firemen to , from the Flanders Funeral Home in Dear Steamboat Editor:
Line, the Portland Line, as well as the Mussel Ridge Channel, when I seventh and eighth grade circuit Roland Grodei. Neal Smith. Wil
of Dave Sullivan's Bar
liam Bird. Don Hooper and Bruce
the home of Sam Gray at 103 Waldoboro with Rev. Philip Palmer
. group of rout-aJbouts stood around the Old Dominion Line since Octo- was able to report that welcome are:
Fifty-five
years
passing
in
re

Camden street. Rockland, at 7.37 officiating. Entombment will be in view remind r.ie each December *he long radiator by the street win- be i.
Co-captains Leslie Rave and Rubenstein. Good Griefs.
sound
of
Owls
Head,
knowing
that
p. m. Thursday. About $75 dam the Get man Lutheran Cemetery.
Captain Tim Woodman, Bob
3rd of when three men. one quite ^ow. I was not a drinking man. i Foster’
a bedlam of within an hour I could shed my ice David Andrus. John Delano. Mike
age was estimated to the motor,
young, decided on a steamboat pro- ^,ut
purpose was to get warm ictivity. Freight was coming out covered armor and feel the warmth McGuin James Nickles. Bill Swan Montgomery. Bill Emery, Dick
according to department officials. (
son. Vance Johnson. Russell Bill Ames. Vince Pine. Ronald Murray.
fession for a career. These men and again I might learn from con and going on board as well as coal of my cozy bunk while the relief
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
versations when some steamer ing up at the same time and 6 valves in the fo’castle radiator ings. Larry Gamage and Scott Jim Tinker and Ralph Laaka,
were
Samuel
Cole,
in
later
years
A pickup truck driven by Robert
Grant. Globe Trotters from Pur Blackhawks.
p. m. was set for the deadline for whistled me to sleep.
SKIIS for sale, used three times. second pilot on steamers of the might arrive.
Kennedy. 33. of Lincolnville skirted
Co-coptains Michael Savitt and
Time passed and the pendulum sailing. It wouid make her only
December, the unforgetable anni chase and South Schools.
Steel
edges.
$15.
CADL
1115-^J
Bangor
Line;
Charles
Thompson,
the edge of a bridge on a side road
Co-captains Timothy Curtis and Arthur Stilphen, Wayne Johnson,
after 5.
153*1 in later years foreman painter in on the old clock over the bar struck an hour late from the time of her versary of the beginning of the life
in Hope Thursday and was involved
Vernon Demmons, Edwin Curtis. Charles Millett. Edward Kaler.
charge of the care and upkeep of twelve. I noticed the bar bouncer regular sailing time schedule. The of a Steamboat man.
in an accident with a car operated
Robert Harrington. Bruce Connors. Bill Leavitt. David Gamage and
( ARD OF THANKS
Capt. Walter E Scott.
steamers sailing east of Rockland: very actively preparing the shelf time elapsed from the time she bo
by Dennis Dow. 19. of Rockport.
Dennis Sprowl, and Michael and Donald Gregory, Maple Leafs.
I want to thank all of the pa and myself, who in later years was on the wail for the free lunch. I g
o unload to the time she
Trooper George Massie said that trons on R. F. D. No. 1. Rockland,
Ralph Roman, Royals from the
decided it would pay me to stick sa
was a record breaker for
jack
of
all
trades
of
all
steamers
Captain Esmond Kaler, Richard
Municipal Court
the truck was about six inches from who remembered me so kindly at
South School.
around so I remained as an un- sidewhtelers as she sailed with her
of
the
Eastern
Steamship
Company
Dearborn, Kenneth Poulin. Charles
the edge of the bridge, which is 30 Christmas.
Co-captains
Chai
it s Hooper and
invited guest of Dave Sullivan long freight deck jammed with freight
through years to follow.
In
Municipal
Court
Friday Edgar Grover. David Johnston. Rowling. Joseph Joki. Alvin Win
Dardy Rackliff.
feet above a river, when the colli 155-lt
As I threw off the blankets on enough to do justice to two pickled to the callings.
morning. George W. Ackley. Ji . Charles Nash James Lombardo slow. Donald Wood and Ronald
sion occurred. The truck skidded
my bed in my $1.50 per week room pigs feet between a double decker j We w en nearly finished coaling 30. of 81 Cedar street. Rockland,
CARD OF THANKS
Withee. Unknowns.
on the bridge and went into a snow
Dwight Fifield. Harold Condon.
Would like to express my appre on Lynde Street in Boston’s west of crackers. I felt guilty knowing' and j was digging my toes in to was found guilty of two charges
Captain Robert Murgita. Charles
bank at the edge of the bridge. Ex
Scott
Bickford.
Alan
Huntley
and
ciation to the many friends and end on December 3. 1903. I was that I was cheating Gridley s Pie maneuver the coal cart when I was of intoxication and fined $20 and
tensive damage was sustained to
Alan Wilcox. Bombers from the Monteith. Bob Walker, John Shaf
relatives who sent me cards and surprised to see a mound of snow- Alley out of twenty cents, which 1 stopped by the mate. He assigned
$10 respectively. He pleaded nolo North School.
fer, Sandy Delano. John Call. W’esboth vehicles.
Massie remarked gifts while I was a patient at the
Walking to usually spent for lunch.
j another roust-a-bout to my task and to both of them.
that this was the third accident in Knox County General Hospital, also on my window sill.
Captain Robert Johnson. James lev Nickles and Wavjxe ^latvey,
the
window
I
looked
down
on
the
While
enjoying
a
generous
perinstructed
me
to
go
on
board,
wash,
Court Recorder Domenic Cucless than a year on th.s bridge*
j to the nurses and doctors who were
Devil Dogs.
street to see neatly a foot of wet tion of this free feast we were all j up and get a few winks of sleep cinello continued a charge of McNeil. B. rnard Jackson. Victor
so kind to me.
Di'Renzo. David Wilcox. John GamCaptain Alvin Chase, Denms
slush
and
snow
over
the
curb
of
the
startled by the blast of a whistle | as I was to take the bow lookout's breaking and entering without
The Coast Guard 64 foot harbor ,
Fred Fernald.
age. Ciaunce Peters. Bill Wiggin Teel, Tom Eagan, Gene Kaler,
Roust-a-bouts made a mad rush for i place that night. The regular look- plea for 10 days against Ackley
155*lt sidewalk.
tug out of the Rockland Moorings
Had it not been that my stomach the door. I glanced out the back ( out w as remaining back a trip on and released him on $500 per and Ed Smail. Scorers of the Pur Bill Raye and Archie Chase, Tictdeparted Friday afternoon for
chase Street School.
ters.
( ARD OF THANKS
beckoned me to hasten to Gridley’s w indow to see the freight shed doors account of illness.
I was quite sonal recognizance.
Plymouth. Mass., where they will
( Captain Janies Ames. John Saw
I wish to thank the many friends, Pie Alley to partake in my usual 15 of Foster’s Wharf open. I heard flattered to have bet n accepted,
His
mother-in-law.
Mrs.
Mar

break ice in the harbor.
The relatives and members of Mar
yer, John Ingefson, Janies Dow
IN MEMOBIAM
tug’s crew is composed of four guerite Chapter. OES. who so kind cent breakfast I would have cer- Dave Sullivan say. “That is the but I learned lat« r that he had guerite Brackett, charged him Lewis Metcalf . Donald Knowlton,
In loving memory of John Prior,
tainly
crawled
back
under
the
Penobscot,
she
must
have
sailed
asked
three
of
the
deck
boys
who
with breaking and entering into and David Wt ich. Hawks of Pur
men, headed by BMC Harry Wat ly remembered me with flowers,
who passed away December 28,
Dressing myself for the from Rockland shortly after mid-' refused incase he cou.d find some- her apartment at 10 Rankin street.
son.
gifts and cards duiing my recent quilts.
chase Street School.
1948.
I hospitalization. A special word of occasion I proceeded down Tre- night.” I lost no time in follow- one else. It was quite obvious to Rockland. Dec. 25 with intent to
Captain Carl Woodman. David Off we think of you dear John.,
• gratitude to Dr. Jameson. Dr. Den- mont Row to Court Square where ; ing the gang through the archw ay me later why they refused.
Read The Courier-Gazette.
scare her.
Palmer. Raymond Epps. Dan Col And our hearts are filled with pain
| nison and Dr. Onat; to the nursing I stopped to stomp the snow from
and when I | Having washed up I roiled into
Rockland Police charged that lins and John Mathieson. Rams Oh. this earth would be a Heaven
staff at Knox County General Ho:s- my feet on the steps of Young's reached the pier
a iff.
gangway aft niy bunk with three blankets and a Ackley was intoxicated on Rankin from Ow is Head Central School.
Could we hear your voice again.
pital and to my nurses, B. Loker. Hotel before I entered the quiet was out and Captain Marcus
Ten years have swiftly passed away
pillow over my head, but I could street Dec. 24 and 25.
Captain
Steve
Kalioch,
David
R N., H. Fickett, R.N., and P. dark confines of that once famous Pierce was coming up the slip
• • •
But still we don't forget
not muffle the thunder of the freight
Johnson. R. N.
Know.
’
on
B.
Meehan.
Raymond
For in the hearts that loved you
Gridley's Pie Ailey.
Following close behind him were trucks and coal carts as they rolled
Cuccinello also continued a fugi
Emilie A. Gregory,
best
As I made my way through the Mate Joe Biown and the gang that over the toe-plank, so I just made tive from justice complaint against Woostt r and Larry Taylor. Shoot
Vinalhaven.
135-11
ing S’.irs from Owls Head Central Your memory lingers yet.
Alley I could look down through the had handled the stern lines when the best of it sitting around
Francis Ki nney of Owls Head to
Though absent you are very’ near
School.
I stood around whilt fo’castle head to wait the call for January 5 and ordered that $300
Nearly 9s . of the worn and small windows of Gridley’s Pie docking.
The teams and their players in You we re always tender, fond and
shapeless telephone cords regain bargain basement and see the Mat* Blown selected about a dozen
. sureties be posted for his releas*
true
th« high school circuit are:
H* is charged by th*1 N w Bed
their curl and spring after a bath | tempting morsels of food on the of the waiting roust-a-bo u Is that J We sailed at 6 p. m. as schedu • d
Captain John Melquist. Sandy Just in your judgment always right
i
counter
that
I
couldn
’
t
afford.
Th<
‘
had
been
waiting
to
hire
the
by
Hones-t
and liberal ever upright
anil heat treatment in Western
ford, Mpolice with concealing
WAGON WHEELS
! Alley was not lighted and being hour, f did not happen to bp one , Though pitch dark it was extreme J leaded personal property Nov. 17 AnnRobert Anderson. Bill Stin- Loved by your friends and all you
electric plants.
ly
cold
but
clear.
I
was
on
the
Remember when wagon
>on. Gary W rehenbaugh and Gerry knew
quite dark I was guided by the of them
w heels
were
used
on
bow as she left the dock and after Cuccinello noted that the New Bed LaiCross. Swishers.
Beautiful memories you left behind.
delicious aroma of Gridley's fa
I recognized the faces of two we were clear of the dock Captain ford authorities were expected to j Captain George Black. Barry
wagons instead of for
A Friend.
mous coffee (three cents a cup) men who came walking up the
’
arrest
K'
nnev
Friday
afternoon,
gates in fences?
Even
Pierce's voice echoed. “Hey there
MALE CLERK WANTED
Whit- B
K• • !• . Bob Garrison
155’lt
that floated on the backdraft gangway, Samuel Cole and Charles
since
he
waived
extradition,
and
re

as a gate, though, the
on the bow
Have you ever stood
Afternoons and Weekends.
trough the alley from the breeze i Thompson. who had comp
wagon wheel is a remind
turn
him
to
Massachusetts
to
lac
A little white lie
on Washington Street.
sengers wjth a
o[ findinR WQlk
er of days when horses
No Selling. Write age and
seemed to slide easily from my the charge.
jogg<*d along drawing the
• • •
I
fully
enjoyed
my
plate
of
beans.
|
in
Boston
j
s
,
ood
jn
conversation
previous experience.
lips as I answered. “Yes Sir!”
lumbering
vehicle, and
pie and coffee (fifteen cents) and with th,.n, wh( n j noticed Mat,
Brian I Speck. 22. of Milton.
“
All
right
Keep
a
sharp
lookout
hoys rode with legs dang
I was quit. und.ci.led about mail- B,„w„ „„ „„
. ..... „
M. C W.
and report everything you see or Pa., paid a fine of $15 after
ling from the rear end of
ing the rounds of Atlantic Avenue came hick out with whiti slips in
hear ”
I paced back and forth pleading guilty to parking his vehi
the wagon.
c/o The Courier-Gazette
hi search of a job, but after payin
his hand and handed »h» m to fout under the forestay for the long un cle on Dexter Street m Thomaston
Remember?
Especially designed to pay off your mortgage
147-tf
my fifteen cent check, my fast crew members who wer» waiting
without displaying lights
State
eventful run to Thatcher's Island.
dwindling finances was the decid at the head of the slip It was quitt
Police
arrested
him
December
21
if you should die. The best Home Protection when
It was clear but bitter cold as any
DAVIS
• • •
ing factor.
obvious to me that these roust-a- noi thw . ster can be aftei a Decem
As
I
left
Pie
Alley
behind
me.
I
i
A
charge
of
driving
a
vehicle
bouts had quit or w. re being find ber storm.
FUNERAL HOMES
That Generations
combined with the
ventured down Hanover Street and so I lost no tim« and I approached
while under the influence of liquor
WKKIAWI
Before we reached Thatcher's
was
continued
against
Edward
J
quite tempted by the signs in
mate the moment he turned toils »nd.
anil
to Come may
HOMEOWNERS' package POLICY
most of the bar windows. “Snow walk away.
THOMASTON
I was hind on th« way from the middle window ’ Hev Graves. 37. of 67 Park Street.
Remember Shovelers wanted by the City of spot. He told me to get my clot hi there on the bow. have you a Rockland, to December 31, pending
A
Boston - apply ready to work ". I
and to get back as soon as possibb sou'wt ster and oil coat'.’”
“Yes the results of a blood test.
&
shunned these temporarily and pro I rushed over to Cole and Thomp- s.i.” was my reply. “Wi'll watch
Rockland Police arrested h.m D ceeded down Fleet Street to Union
son with the good news They took out up here while you go below cember 24 on Main Street in Rock
Wharf, each pier displayed a dis my advice and saw Mate Brown and ojt up ••
land.
He was released on $200
INSURANCE
couraging effect as all steamers lay
and were hired.
They had theii
As soon a> we round* d Thatch- personal recognizance.
quietly at their piers with ports
clothes and were prepared to go , 5-'s Island and the Penobscot drove
14 SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND
( ARD OF THANKS
closed where they had laid over to work immediately
her nose into the sea from that
I wish to thank the staff, doctors
on account of the storm.
Slushy snow offered lit: t re
long rake of water of Ipswich Bay and nurses of Knox Hospital for
The Portland steamer had laid
a nee as I made my way up Broad the need of my oiling up was very their wonderful care while I was a
over and the hourly roust-a-bouts
Sti,- t to my room on Lynde Sti" t obvious.
For the i. st of what surgical padtient there; also I wish
were standing around wherever foi my belongings.
tJ-I-S-.S-IS-STS'CXX’SXX'C-fSX'SX’SWWMWKS
I was soon seemed to be an endless night I to thank my fellow workers and
I
they could find a sunny spot, wait
back and on the handles of a coal received my first lesson in the un- many friends for their many cards
ing for some whistle or the arrival
and the fruit.
--------- forgetable life of a bow lookout.
ROUND TOP
of a steamer. I proceeded to Fos
Rudolph H. Gilley.
In less then one hour after pass
ter’s Wharf to find the freight shed
153 It
BURPEE
Films Developed ing Thatcher’s Island vapor just
doors closed and no steamer at
rose fiom nowhere. The northwest Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
mARGED
wind played ghostlike tunes on the
EX JVM1M) PRINTS

^MEMORY
! LANE

ISSES

MORTGAGE PAYMENT UFE

W.

Funeral Home
AMBULANCE SERVICE

TEL. 390
111 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
135-S-tf

M j* C
^11

8

BABBETT M. JORDAN, Prop.
Established 1830
» chootmg a fjmil* momp
(nrnt. >our choice ts no<
only for >oer lifetime, hut
for grneratiom to comr. We cjq
help vou hnd lasting MtMfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
<4 Ages family monuments. Each i«
backed bv a signed guarantee to
you, >'»ur heirs, or your descendaota.

I

IN ALBUMS
i* lap. .w — ia rip. i.ne
EXP. 1.25 — 56 EXP. 2 IM|
EODACOLOR DEVELOPING
ALL ROLLS WOr EACH
OVERMZE PRINTS 32r EACH
SEND POR PRICE LIST I OR
BETAtUKOMK —- ANSCOCHKOME
KODACHRr.'AE
REMIT WITH COIN OB CHECK

DELUX PHOTO SERVICE
BOX MS

WAMEN
CAMDEN

ToL OtostwO 3-2911
ToL CEAor t-2151

Kaox-Llacola-WaMo CoaaOea

{

OF

J Mitar

BV;
AUTHORIZED

O i * L ( R

ANNUAL

New Year’s Ball

130 tf

Waldoboro High School Gym
MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 75 YEARS
PHONE THOMASTON 175

£tuU &

Swu

EGG NOG

BAR HARBOR. BE.

Chester Brooks

C.
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On Our Milk Routes
I*
F
v
V

,y
F
5»
•«-

and in
Stores

F

S'
S'
>’

(NONALCOHOLIC)

S'
S'
».»

DEC. 15 THRU JAN. 1

S'

DANCING 9 to 1

MUSIC BY FREEMAN'S ORCHESTRA

ORDER NOW

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc

DONATION $1.00

TEL 622 ROCKLAND

Offica-Showroom, Thomaston, Maine

Sponsored by Waldoboro Keystone Assn.

151-152 A 154-154

Timday-Thunday-Satordey
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GRANGE NEWS OF KNOX-LINCOLN COUNTIES
Carl Winchenbach, who was taken ill while packing Christmas
bags is at Knox Hospital in Rocki land.

Farm Outlook
In Maine In '59
In

a

publication.

Economic

Facts Significant to Maine Agri
culture.

A

W.

Manchester,

Ex

tension Service economist, makes
the following comments concern
ing farm prospects in Maine for

Army, Japan, located at Camp:
Zama, about 35 miles southwest of
Tokyo. After sorting and distribut
ing the soldiers' mail. Link spends
considerable amount of his off duty ]
time singing with the Camp Zama
Chapel Choir, teaching Sunday
School and studying the piano. He
WARREN
entered the Army in June 1956. took
MISS DORIS HYLER
basic training at Fort Hood, and
Correspondent
Telephone 'CRestwocd 4-2421 office attended the
Postal Operations
Telephone CRestwocd 4-2038 home | School at Fort Benjamin Harrison.
Indiana, prior to being assigned
overseas in May 1957.

a period of tremendous readjust 1959.
By Henry Teague
Milk
prices
not
markedly'
The average prices of eggs or ment which will last five, 10 or changed.
1 meetings are set for: Monday. t
more
years,
after
which
the
in

broilers today would have been
Feed
just
a
little
cheaper.
i jan 5. Tuesday. Jan. 6 and Eri-j
dustry
will
emerge
triumphantly.
impossible to live with a few
Beef
prices
probably pretty L^y Jan 9 the time for all thp,
years ago. Advances in nutrition, But it does seem as though we
ell maintained.
Still a good meeting* being 7.30 and the Town
breeding and medical research could see same signs of advance
time to sell cull or surplus dairy i office the place. The second j
have perhaps contributed most ment other than technological.
| meeting.
Tuesday, Jan. 6.
is
Where would w*e naturally look animals.
heavily to the lowering of costs
Pork prices lower.
opened to the public and the se- [
Today the industry is able to pro for solution® to some of our mar
Eggs ion the first part of 1959. lectmen urge all citizens to at-:
duce both eggs and broilers at ket problems? It could be the
A change of better price* later if tend.
The
budget
committee j
average prices that were hardly U. S. Department of Agriculture,
arc. Carl Erickson.:
with such things as controls and low prices rut pullet numbers na-|m(.mbers
dreamed of a decade ago.
Chester Wallace. Charles Maxey. I
Maybe the college tionally.
Some of my recent remarks in subsidies.
Broiler production is still ex Ronald
Messer, Walter Henry. I
this column indicate that the poul- agricultural stations will come up
panding
in
the
face
of
low
prices.
Theodore Overlock. Edwin Biggs
trymen do not think that condi with some kind® of answers. Then
Cheaper
pork
won
’
t
help.
Otto Bowden. Jr.. Robert Beattie.!
tions are as favorable for the pro again there are the Foundations
Turkey prices about like 1958.: nvuiy
u,.nry Teague.
Walter Starrett J
i ra,;ut-,
ducing end of the business as they which allot money for research.
Prices
?es of the 1959 apple crop DaVK, white. wiith the Selectmen
were during the period of about Perhaps we will have to seek help
rely a matter of weather—you j Merrill Payson. Charle* Kigel.
It locks as large
seven years following the war. in this direction.
guess it No use trying to guess Leland Overlook. Benjamin Bar-1
That iff true
Despite the great though you can count out the poultechnological
advances
brought trymen themselves, organized or market for 1959 potato crop until i ^our and James Kinney, Jr.
March at least
Church News
about by our poultry scientists. | otherwise.
Blueberry
outlook
reasonably
Baptist Church: Morning worA B William G. Bu‘man. son of j
little seemed to have been accom- [ The fact remains that there
good a® yet.
ship service at 10 a. m.; evening Mi . and Mrs. William G. Butman ,
plished in the direction of market should be the same intensive ef
Canning corn outlook is improv service. 7 p. m.; Church School i of Spruce Head is stationed at .
stabilization at a point whereby fort put into market rt search as
ed.
11.10 with classes for all ages. Chanute Ail Force Base in Illinois
the producer can be assured of a, is being put into research that is
Wool price support vill continue. Saturday evening. Jan. 3. will be j following basic training at Lackproducing better birds that grow
reasonable yearly profit.
Lamb prices should
remain the annual church meeting, with Hand AFB. Texas. His address is:
As it stands now. these scienti faster, lay more eggs and eat less
favorable in spite of more and a a supper at the Montgomery AB William G. Butman. Jr.. AF |
fic advances have returned very feed
little cheaper other meat.
Rooms.
1135 1442. 3354th Student Squadron, i
little profit-wise to the producei ,
The national dry bean price out
Second Congregational Church:1 MR No. 6 8369. Chanute Air Force j
due to the fact that there has been
Potato Grower
look not very good, but Maine Church School, 9.30 a. nr; morn- Base, Illinois,
little or no intelligent control ol ,
prices reflect largely Maine pro ing worship service, 10.30 a. m.
production.
Gets 31 Cents of
duction. The market for forest During this service there is a
The
time
has come
when
products should be a little better. nursery school for small children.
various poultry areas of this coun Consumer Dollar
Farm production costs likely to Saturday. Jan. 3. there will be a
try are slashing at each other in
edge up a little. The same for, pejjOwship supper at the Chapel
efforts to broaden their markets
Thirty-one cents out of every dol
cost® of living.
|_____________
Fast transportation of eggs and lar consumers pay for potatoes gets
poultry’ meat has made it open back to the grower.
s Alien Registry
season on our eastern markets
At least that was the average to
much of the year. A favorable Maine growers for three years' Grange Comer
Opens January 1
price for New England producers crops (1965-1956-19571 in the New
is often short lived as eggs begin York market.
—
C. C. Doughty, district director
pouring in mainly from the Mid
The Agricultural Marketing Serv
1 of the Immigration and NaturaliWARREN
GRANGE
west. The South has been shoving ice of the United States D partment
i zation Service estimated today j
By Nancy Benner
broilers onto New England retail of Agriculture has been gathering
Instead of a regular meeting ! that 20.000 aliens will report their
counters for a long time and now the facts. Here are some figures
Tuesday night we had an open address in the State of Maine dur
this same area is getting inter that have not yet been published
meeting with a Christma® party ing January, under the Federal
ested in our egg market.
These figures have ail been con
and tree. Games and stunts were Alien Address Report Program.
At the same time Maine broilers verted to a 100 pound basis regard
The Immigration official said
provided for the children with a
are moving out into other areas less of the quantity the consumer
that more than 19.000 aliens re
candy scramble at the end.
to some extent, but few of our best brought or the farmer sold at one
A/3c Richard E. Edwards, son
The tree was provided by Har ported their address during Janu
New England eggs seem to be time.
ary of 1958.
of Mr. and Mis Ernest Edwards
old Wotton.
On the average for the three
leaving the area.
Doughty said that all non-citi- of Ow!g Ht-ad. is attending radar
While
poultry scientists are years:
zens, except those in diplomatic and electronics school at Keesler
MEENAHGA GRANGE
going quietly and efficiently about
The New York consumer paid By Esther Gross
status, foreign representatives of Air Force Base in Biloxi. Miss.
their work, announcing new dis $5 40 per cwt.
recently
completed
basic
A Christmas party was held dur certain international organizations
coveries from time to time, the
The New York wholesaler got ing the lecturer's hour at the Mon- and those admitted temporarily as trainjng at Lackland AFB in
market research division, if we $3.19 per cwt.
day night meeting with readings | agricultural laborers, are required «pexas
jjis present address iff:
The Maine packer got $2.05 per and vocal solos by Wilbur Vannah to file the address report.
have one. i® gaining little ground.
A z3c Richard E. Edwards AF
Yet, plenty of words are written cwt.
and Mrs. Uda Cargill and piano
He added that any alien who wil-1
1^42 CMB No. 4, Box 19792.
The Maine grower got $1 68 per selection by Richard Hoffses. Santa fully violate® the address report Keesler Air For ce Ba®e. Missisfor publication or spoken from
various platforms and the end re cwt.
Claus was present and distributed requirement may be fined up to g|ppj
In terms of what each finger in gifts from the tree, and a peanut $200. imprisoned for 30 days, and
sult seems to be a conglomeration
• • •
of ideas, many unworkable; argu the pie got for his part of the job. hunt was arranged! by Helen Car- deported.
Ralph S. Stephenson. 26. son of
The growers got $1.69 per cwt.
ments. mostly futile.
penter.
In addition, aliens who are not Mr an(j
Richard W. StephenThe packing house got 37 cents
The poultrymen are crying for
Bags of candy, fruit and cookies in the United States during Janu- SQn 2 Park Street. Belfast, recentper
cwt.
a man or group of men to lead
were made up to be pres-ented to ary must report their address to ]y was promoted to first lieutenant
The transportation cost was 88 the parents at the Dennison Nursing the Service within 10 days after at por| Biiss, Texas., where he is
them out of this wilderness. If
we do not have this leadership cents per cwt.
Home.
i their return.
a member of the 1st Guided Missile
The wholesaler’s margin was 26
and brainpower to bring some
A gift of money was voted to Op-1 The district director- said that Brigade’s headquarters. Lieutenant
stablization to the poultry and cents per cwt.
portunity Farm.
address report card® will be avail- Stephenson, administrative officer
The retailer’s margin was $2.21
egg chaos, it is time we looked
The doll and wardrobe
were able at the Immigration Service 0(
brigade’s operations staff
to other types of successful indus per cwt.
awarded to Mis. PeggvJamesor. office at Room 319 Federal Couil- action, entered the Aimy in June
Some
like
their
figures
in
per

try for help.
Duckett.
house Building. 76 Pearl street, 1957 The lieutenant was graduated
Let’s look at what has happened cents. Here they are:
The next meeting will he held Portland, and local United States from Crosby High School in 1922
Of the consumers dollar:
this fall.
Egg® enjoyed fairly
January 12. the second Monday of post offices beginning Jan. 1.
and the Univer sity of Maine in 1956.
The growers got 31.1 %.
good prices until shortly before
the month.
He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa
The packer got 6.9%.
Thanksgiving and then plummet
All members are reminded it is |
and Phi Kappa Phi fraternities.
Service Notes
Transportation cost 16.3%.
• • •
ed downward into unprofitable
now time to pay dues.
The
wholesaler
got
4.8%
prices. The usual reasons such as
Second Lieutenant Dale I. Mc
Harry C. Rhodes, son of Mrs. Vir
The retailer got 40.9%.
influx of mid western eggs, broil
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy Gross enter ginia B. Hawes of Pascal Avenue Lean. 22. son of Mr. and Mrs. Mar
It tends to be true that the grow
er hatching eggs flooding the
tained at dinner Christmas, Mr. Rockport, graduated from recruit vin C. McLean. 10 Gannett Street,
market and consumer resistance1 ers’ percentage increases whe«. nd Mfs Wqnam B’agg Jr and training December 13 at the Naval Auguata. recently completed the
were advanced by such experiencln
b daughters, Sharon and Charlotta, of Training Center. Great Lakes. Ill. ten week officer basic course at the
ed men as ’ Red” Curtin who is fall. In two of the three years the Farmington and Mrs. Verna Orff The graduation exercises, marking Army Signal School. Fori Monknown as the egg market maker growers’ percentage was around of Union.
the end of nine weeks of “boot mouth. N. J. Lieutenant McLean
34, but for the cheap 56 crop it
in Boston.
Mrs. Ruth Pearson Castner, who camp’’, included a full dress pa- received instruction in leadership,
was
under
24'
•
From
him
that
A few- days ago eggs started
s winter ing in St. Petersburg. Fla.,! rade and review before military small unit tactics, staff and cornclimbing and gained back eight hath not ahaJl be taken awa.y . .
spent the holiday at Stahl's Tavern. officialsand civilian dignitaries
mand procedures and communicaThe take of most of the others
or nine cents.
Why?
Some of
Mr and Mrs. Charles D. CrowelL
*
• •
tion methods. He was an electrical
the older fowl wag sold, but this (except the city wholesaler) re and sons, Bruce of Portsmouth,
Navy EnsignLloyd VV. Fernald, engineer with the Western Electric
certainly was more than offset by mained more nearly constant.
N. H and Cedric of Chicago, were
> 8on
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd \\ Company in North Andover, Mass.,
the increasing size and quantity • For Other States:
before entering the Army last SepChristmas guests of their parents, I Fernald of Montgomery Avenu»
Figures
are
also
available
for
the
McLean is a 1958 gradof eggs from spring pullets.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis H. Crowell and Warren, has completed a six week 11 mber.
same
years
forLong
Island
and
Didn’t anyone in the egg mar
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Black of ccurse of instruction recently at the j uate of the University of Maine
Idaho
potatoes.
It
may
be
of
in

ket business know’ what it was
Fleet Sonar School, K’-v West. Fla. and a member of Sigma Phi EpGl»n Cove.
The course consisted of training in silon and Tau Bita Pi fiaternities.
all about? The supply of eggs terest that the New York handlers
Mrs.
Celia
Gross
of
Gorham
is
does not change that fast. What got much more per cwt. for selling spending her vacation with her sis various aspects of anti-submarine ■
--------------------happened to the consumer resist Idaho potatoes than for selling ter. Mrs. George H Coombs, and warfare and the cor-ordinated tac-j Could you find a pinch of salt
those from Maine.
tics used by ships and naval air- in 35 freight caiB of sugar? That s
ance? What happened to that in
The retailers’ average margin on brother. Herman Nash
flux of midw'esterns ard broiler
Mr and Mrs. Otto Kimmitt of craft in combat.ng modern sub- about equal to the impurities
Ida hoes was $3
per 100 pounds
marines.
' found in germanium used in Bell
hatching eggs?
as compared with a $2.21 margin Tenafly, N. J . are at their home
• • •
System transistor*—only 5 parts
Eggs are supposed to be sold
on Maines. The wholesaler got a it West Waldoboro.
Specialist Fourth Class Robert S in 100 billion
on a supply and demand market.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Stanley
Bailey
of
49 cent margin for 100 pounds of
Link, son of Mr. and Mrs. E B. I
'
---------1
—
But any market can be pushed up
Idahoes; 26 cents for Maines. In New York City are guests of her Link of Tenants Harbor, is pres
or down due to the method® used
iunt
Miss
Dora
Gay.
percentages the differences weren’t
to make these markets. It seems
Waldoboro students who are home ently assigned as an assistant pos
as marked; — retailers’ margin
possible that some nice profits
for
vacation are Sammy Cohen tal cleik at Headquarters, U. S.
was 43.2% on Idahoes, 40.9% on
were made on that rising market
Maines.
Wholesale margin was from Colby College; Esther Lowell,
and not by the producers.
5.7% of the retail price on Idahoes Evelyn Eaton. Carol Chapman.
The market has been a little
Glenys Miller, Ernestine Black. |
NOW SHOWING thru TUES.
and 4.8% on Maines.
Every Monday
more puzzling this year than
Priscilla Jameson. Ramona Jack-!
SATI RDAY: EOO-S.MWi.SO
Luma!.
That sharp rise during
son, Edwin Johnston, George Hil
SI NDAY: Cnntlnuouo from 3.M
Lent gave us the year’s best mar
MON.-TI
ES.: ?.00-6.30-8.30
ton. and Daniel Calderwood from
PUBLIC PARTY
ket for any month. It was a nice WALDOBORO
Gorham State Teachers’’ College;
lift at that time of year. On the
Waite Weston. Wendell Blanchard,
LEGION HOME
MRS. RENA CROWELL
other hand July which is general
John Black, and Bill and Robert
Correspondent
MAVERICK
STREET
ly the month when eggs start as
Howe from the University of Maine.
Main Street. Waldoboro
suming their summer strength
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Hoak are
Tel. TEmple 2-9261
TIME: 7.30 to 10.30
proved to be a miserable period
moving to Freeport and closing
for the producer. Now we have
their home on Depot Street.
fFREE BUS from Wood’s To
the recent bad slump and the cur
Stand at 7 o’clock to as
Miss Muriel Walters of Newton,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Moyes and
rent sharp rise. Somehow, it does Mass , is visiting Miss Mertie children are visiting relatives in
not add up to a supply and de Reever.
I Lewiston.
mand market structure any more.

Cluircb Onus
Services for the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, "Mor
mon Church”, are held each Sun
day morning at 10.30 in the Grand
Army Hall in Rocktand.
The
Priesthood meeting for the men is
held at 9 a. m. Sunday at the
Grand Army Hall.
The Relief
Society for the women is held Wed
nesday evening at 7.30. Everyone
is cordially invited to attend all
services and meetings.
• • *

St. Bernard's Catholic Church,
Rockland. Sunday Masses, 8, 9.30
and 11 a. m. 9t. James' Catholic
Rockland.
Sunday
Masses,
8
a. m
Our Lady of Good Hope
Catholic Church, Camden., 8 and
9.30 a. m.
• • •

St. Peters Episcopal Church.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, Obi. I. W..
Rector: Parish Mass and sermon
at 9.30.
Weekday Masses, Tues
day. Thursday, and Friday at 7.30;
on Wednesday at 6 a. m.
•

•

«

St. John the Baptist Episcopal
Church. Thomaston: Holy Commu
nion every Sunday at 8 a. m., pre
ceded by morning prayer at 7.40
a. m. Sunday Schoo! every Sunday
at 10.30 a. m. except first Sunday
of the month. Morning Prayer and
Family Service first Sunday of each
month for parents and children. A
warm invitation is extended to
everyone to attend this service.
Communion breakfast at 9 a. m.
each Sunday at the Knox Hotel.
«

•

•

LOANS
IN I DAY

»25 to »1500

Camden Theatre

your name only

SHOW SCHEDULE:
Friday 1 Show Only. 7.18 p. m.
Saturday
'*.MHj.30-X.30 p. m.
Sunday,
Mat. 3.M. Eve. 7.18

or

or on other plows

55-11
IS

COMING
TO
ROCKLAND
WATCH FOR IT

Men and women—married or single, are assured
of prompt, personal service and a convenient
monthly payment plan.

Christ of Latter Day Saints will
hold their services as follows Sun
day: Church Schoo! at 10 a. m..
classes for all ages; morning wor
ship at 11 a. m.. speaker, George
Woodward; Zions League Youth
meeting at 5.45 p. m., leader, Gene
Walton; evening worship at 7 p. m..
speaker, Priest Coleman Wood
ward; prayer meeting on Wednes
day at 7 p. m.
• • •

At the Universalist Church by
the County Court House the Sun
day service of worship is held at
11 a. m. This week Rev. William
J. Robbins will preach on the
topic “The Stream of Time”.
Special music is provided by the
choir under the direction of Esther
Rogers with Ruth Dalton as or
ganist.
Classes of the Church
School, Sam Collins, superinten
dent, meet at the same hour.
The study group on the question
of Univor*alist-Unitarian merger
gathers this Sunday evening at
the church at 7.30 p. m. On Tues
day the choir rehearsal is to be
held at the home of Philip Bailey
at 7.30. The Chapin Class meets
Tuesday evening at the home of
Mis. Nina Beverage.
• • •

Navy Recruiting
Active Once More
The U. S. Navy Recruiting Sta
tion in the Rockland Municipal
Building announced today a new
“No Waiting" policy for young men
interested in a Navy career. Push
ing the slogan “Sign today, leave
in two weeks!” the Recruiting Serv
ice has blown the opening whistle
on its new enrollment drive.
For the past several months ap
plicants have sometimes been re
quired to wait many weeks before
their name reached the top of the
waiting list, but the new policy sets
the maximum processing time at
three weeks.
As consistent with Navy policy,
high quality youths will be offered
specialized training at the Navy's
many excellent service schools up
on completion of recruit training.
This new “No waiting" policy
will remain in effect during Jan
uary and February.
Also, several ratings are open to
former Navy men whose enlist
ments expired in the past two
years

oxnfessSff

OOKCMUf"

High
Production
Chicks
I

THE THORNDIKE HOTEL

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
SI NDAY: 3.00-6.00-7.20
land Feature at 9.00
MONDAY: 1.30-6.30-7.40

158-186

K3UUHOBaaUtiat3M3UHK3a3n3UUn3UUUM3HHk3UnaHtai

Cold Weather Protection
At

THE THING
THAT CAME
MOM OUTER
HELL.-TO
BURN THE
WORU)
Ai-WEli

Haskell & Corthell
DUOFOLD

TWO

LAYER

HEALTH
UNDERWEAR

Missive
— ALSO

—

YUL BRYNMER

SHIRTS
$195 Bad $4.95
DRAWERS $3.95 ood $4.95
UNIONSUITS
$7.95 and $1.95
MEN'S INSULATED ROBBER PACS
$12.95 to $15.95
REGULAR RUBBER PACS
$7JO to $11.9$
Pies o Complete Line ef
NORTHLAND SKIS, HYDE AND BASCO ICE SKATES,
SLALOM SKI WEAR AND SKI BOOTS

THURS. - FRI. - SAT. - SUN.
DEC. 85-M-87-88

IN HOCKLAND

359 Main St., 2nd floor

Phono: 1720

lift INSUSANCf AT NO ADOITIONM COM

rt Mitcham - Gene Barry

"THUNOER ROAD"
PLUS

PUBLIC FINANCE
158-158

Coed B

The Peoples Methodist Church
program booklet will be available. of South Thomaston will hold Its
A social period with refreshments Church School at 10 o’clock and
will be included, and a devotional its worship service at 7 o'clock.
Rev. Merle Conant will preach on
period will conclude the evening.
the theme, "Christ Left a Will”.
• • •
The Reorganized Church of Jesus All member* of the parish are In
vited to worship with us.

given, and a special anniversary

At the Congregational Church.
How to gain freedom from fear
Read The Courier-Gazetts.
by following the words and works Rev. Charles R. Monteith. pastor:
New
Year
’
*
sermon
by
the
pas

of Christ Jesus will be a theme
presented at Christian Science serv tor, "Gifts for 1959” will be a
part of the last worship for 1958
ices Sunday.
Readings from King James Ver with the service broadcast over
sion of the Bible and correlative WRKD and with the Senior Choir
passages
from
“Science
and1 presenting an anthem and Mrs.
Health with Key to the Scriptures” i Clyde O. Warner presenting a
by Mary Baker Eddy comprise the , solo. Other appointments for the
Lesson-Sermon entitled "Christian j day include Church School classes
at 9 for four year old* through
Science”.
Scriptural selections will include j high school, and at 10.30 for two
the
Psalmist's words
<56:3.41: 1 year olds through grade eight. At
'What time I am afraid, I will 7.30 the Church School staff will
trust in thee. In God I will praise hold a monthly session, with the
his word, in God I have put my main business the preview of ma
Hubbard Farms
trust; I will not fear what flesh j terials for the Winter Quarter
which begins on Jan. 4.
can do unto me.”
Appointments for the week in-'
From "Science and Health” will
be read the following: “Christian elude a meeting of the Board of
scientific practice
begins with Trustee* on Tuesday evening at
Christ's keynote of harmony. ‘Be 7.30 in Dr. Robert L. Allen’s
office.
not afraid!’ ” (410:29-30).
Sunday services and Sunday
For Good Eggs In Vs iwm,
The Pratt Memorial Methodist
School are both at 10.30 a. m. and
Rely on Hubbard Farm
the Wednesday evening meetings Church Merle S. Conant minister,
are at 7.30.
will hold Its worship service at
K-137 KIMBERCHKKS
• • •
10.30. The pastor will preach on
The Nation's Leading
Sunday services at the First Bap the theme, “Christ Left a Will”.
White Egg Producer.
tist Church will open with the Anne Davis will play "March ol
ALSO OUR NEW
Church School hour with classes the Magi” by Harker. “Bless the
for all ages at 9.30 a. m.
The Lord, O My Soul” by Ivanoff and
BROWN EGG CROSS
morning worship service at 10.45 “Temple March” by Kern. The
For Sustained Egg Production
will include music by the choir and choir will sing, “Still Grow* the
At Lowest Cost per Dozen Eggs.'
the sermon by the pastor. Rev. Roy Evening Over Bethlehem Town”
For Prices or Information
I. Bohanan. “The Greater Miracle”. which is a traditional Bohemian,
Write or Telephone
Young People's groups will meet and “An Angel Came from Heav
at 5.45; the Early Teenagers for en” by Dickinson. The Church
Breezy Acre
Junior High age in the Annex, and School will meet at 11 o’clock with
the Senioi Ambassadors for High Mildred Merrill serving as the su
Poultry Farms
Schoolers in the upper vestry- The perintendent. The Youth Fellow
evening service, which opens at 7, ship meets at 11.30 in the high
CARL B. ERICKSON
will be broadcast over WRKD from school room.
WARREN
7.30 to 8, and the message by the
TEL. CKestwood 4-8881
The Boy Scouts meet on Monday
UM-tf1
pastor will be on "The Fiery Fur night at 7 o’clock for their pronace”.
Monday, the Colonist Pioneer
Girls will meet at 6.30. the Ex
plorer Pioneer Girls at 7. and the
Boy Scout Troop 204 at 7. Tues
day at 7 30, the final Golden Hour
of Prayer and Praise for 1958 will
feature testimonies of God’s bless
ing during 1958 and a Bible study
message by the pastor from the
Book of The Revelation on “A
Tepid Testimony”.
Pilgrim Pio
neer Girls will have a party on
Wednesday at 3.30. Saturday, the
Prayer Hour will be held at 7.30.
On New Year’s Eve. the Annual
Watch Night Service will be held
from 8 to 12, and this year will
include a special service in recog
New Year's Eve
nition of this, the 125th anniversary
year, of the church. A musical pro
gram will be preseted by Miss Pa
THE RAMBLERS
tricia Lee of the Baptist Church in
West Medford. Massachusetts, a
ANO MOST EVERYBODY ELSE WILL BE AT
brief history of the church will be

K
no
X
SUHffi

Perhope there is no answer to
the market problems in the poul
try industry. Perhaps we are in

gram.
Vaino Johnson la the
Scoutmaster.
The junior choir
will rehearee on Thuraday after
noon at 3.15 and the senior choir
meets in the evening at 7.80. All
members are urged to be present.
• • •

FIGHTMG TROUBLE"
BOWERY BOYS

MaSW KWIUU ItWBMU

ENDS SAT.: 2.004J04JO
"TUNNEL OF LOVE"
EXTRA CARTOONS
FRI.-SAT. MATINEE

HASKELL & CORTHELL

THE WOMAN'S SHOP
CAMDEN, MAINE

DIAL CEdor

64284

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, December 27, 1958
a successful business. James and
Phoebe lost several children in
the diphtheria epidemic of 1862
MAKES HISTORY LIVE
His son Hollis, however, lived to
grow up and had a store. He was
AS EDITED BY LEE MORSE
twice married, first to Mary
daughter of Capt. William Henry
By F. I-. S. Morse
Watts and after her death to a
younger
sister,
Flora
Watts.
Fred, his son. was by his first
wife.
Fred wag a plumber and mar*
ried Mary, daughter of Byron and
Adalaide Wilson and lived for
some years in the Wilson home at
the corner of Main eand Erin
streets. He was a good workman
and an amiable and upright man
Fred had a sister, Bessie, who
died while a small child.
In 1925 Adelbert Miles, a Rock
land attorney acquired the proper
ty and sold it to Helen C . wife
of William R. Phillips, who had
come here to live, having first
leased the house.
Phillips was
connected
with
the
Lawrence
Portland Cement Company and
lived here for some years and his
children
attended
Thomaston
schools.
The Phillips family moved away
Knox Street East
' piece of land to the rear from
but I have been told tha* after his
The Thomaston map of 1855, R'V. Richard Woodhull, trustee
death, because of his liking for
showed the home of Miss Edith for the children of Henrietta Hyde, the town, his ashes were brought
the
granddaughter
of
General
Wilson as McCallum property
here.
This was then the home of Alex- Knox.
In 1938 Mrs. Lila Elliot bought
The
McCallum
family
lived
here
andei McCallum, a native of War
the place, and later sold it to
for
23
years
during
which
time,
ren and for many years a prosper
Prof. Emerson P Lambe, who
ous shipbuilder, who had bought Alexander had actively engaged with his wife resides there. Prof.
in building ships.
the house and lot from his brotherLambe was a native of Vance
In 1878 Alexande r and MehPable
in-law, James Overlock, in 1855.
boro and married Miss Zilpha M.
McCallum
conveyed
the
house
and
In the same year he bought a
Stickney of Calais.
He
was
lot to Leander Rokes for $4250
graduated from the University of
which was $350 more than McCal
Maine in 1907. and taught for 35
REAL ESTATE
lum had paid.
Leander Rokes
years at the Pratt Institute in
and his wife evidently came from
FOR SALE
Brooklyn, N Y
Since coming
Union
as they were buried in
Small six room house in Rock
here Prof. Lambe has served on
that
tow
’
n.
He
was
a
limeburr.er
port. Full bath, garage, garden
the commission to study Area
spot, city water, near store, and while he kept his residence, School possibilities.
Both the
schools and bus line. Good con was actively engaged in the lime
Lambes have
been active in
dition.
$4,500
TEL. Camden business in Nova Scotia. The two
church and community affairs and
CEdar 6-3283________________ 100*tf daughters Annie and Lutie ’ived
both are friendly persons, highly
>+++++++++++++++++++++++«* an(* di<‘d h*,p but nPVer niarrii d.
esteemed by their fellow citizens.
After the death of Lutie. or Lucy
The house below Carolyn street
as her name may have been, the
f Cousens' Realty
was sold to Robert Walsh by Al
property was sold by a Mr. Keybert and Harriet Morton Dec 29.
■>
Business Opportunities
wood then the owner, to Miss
1856 and ha.«? been known as the
Cottages, Lots and Dwelling*
Edith Wilson, a native of this
Walsh house ever since :hat day.
|
170 MAVERICK STREET
town who for years had been a j
Albert Morton was a native of
teacher in Malden. Mass., and •
Friendship, son of Joshua 2nd and
had
been
principal
of
the
Ayres
:
; Tel. 1538 or 1625
Jerusha Cobb Morton. His father
Elementary School of that city.
began shipbuilding hen in 1827
‘f
Across From Gol( Coorse
Miffs Wilson was the daughter
near the foot of Wadsworth street
of the late Byron and Adelaide
and with Charles C. Morton built
Victoria (Lunti Wilson. With her.
22 vessels here. Albert built with
tesides her sister, Mary, widow
Lermond and with L. B. Gilchrest.
MISCELLANEOUS
1 of Fred Overlock.
After selling his Knox street
James
Overlock
built
the
next
NEW and Used Guns Bought and
home, he moved to West Springhouse
and
sold
it
to
Alpheus
Sherlold. all odd ammunition.
Used
successful shipbuilder here.
He
'urniture bought and sold. Expert, man. a shipbuilder, who came
gunsmith.
Repair all makes. | fj-om Washington and who married, died in 1864.

THOMASTON SCRAP BOOK

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
PM SBLM6, BUYING, BENTWG SERVICES
HEBE’S HOW LITTLE XT COSTS
Advertisements fai this column no* to exceed three
•Mo for M cento, three timen. one dollar. Addition*,
10
tor ouch tine, hnH price ouch additional time u*e<
words te * Use.
■pedal Notice! AB “Mind ads” so called, L e., advertisements
which require the answers to be seat to The Osurler-Gasette office
appear on all classified ads to secure best results,
i with phone or street numbers only are not advised.
AU. CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
ads will be accepted without the cash aad ae bookwill be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOB
as received except from firms or tadlrlduals maintaining regular
accounts wMh The Courter-Gasette. Count th* Words—Five to a

„j i

i-

■=

FOB BALE

TO LET

WANTED: A Good Semi or Full)
FURNISHED 4 Room Apt. to l.t.
Automatic Slide Projector.
SAM Private bath, steam heat. Adults.
O’BRIEN. 5Xi Main Street, or Te! no pets, no liquor M R. McKL'SIC
795-51 after 6 p. m.
154*156 67 Taibot Avenue, Tel. 791-W
153-156
WHITE Comb. Gas and Ol
FOR RENT at 14 Shaw Avenue:
Range for sale. TEL. 332-M. 155-tf
8 rooms, recently renovated, deep
lot, nice neighborhood, hot wateroil
heat,
aluminum
window’s.
Adults preferred.
DR. C. F.
FRENCH.
Can be used as two
apartments.
132-tf
MODERN, Furn

152-S-155
SNOW PLOW

METAL V-Piow for sale, unused.
5 feet wide. 3 feet high Cost $170.
will sell for $100. Also, car towhitch, $15
Call CRAMER. CEdar
6-3003.
154-8ATtf

1951 MERCURY for sale, $150
Contact DONALD COIJJZNS Appleton, Tel West Appleton S-32 oi 9-2.
153’ 155
DOUB1-1. Ha messes for sale;
also, new home treadle sew,ng
machine. RALPH PEARSE Hope.
Tel. ROger 3-1512.
153'155

Heated. Studio

Apt. to let. Private bath. elec, stove
and refrig. 30 HIGH STREET. Tel.
262 or 1425
153
FOUR Rm. Unfuin. ApL w’ith
bath to let.
Partly h> ated. corn,
hot water.
References required. .
TEL. 1149
154-tf
THREE Room Furn. Apt. with
bath to let at 40 Grace Street. Call
at 44 GRACE STREET or Tel.
1309-J
154-166

SOCONY MOBIL OIL CO.,
INC
HAS

FOR LEASE
MODERN 2 BAY
SERVICE STATION

Reasonable Rent
Training with Fay
Some Capital Required
TELEPHONE ROCKLAND 115

152 S-156
ONE Pail Woman's White Figure
Skates for sale, size 9; also. 2 pair
men's hockey skates, sizes 7 and 10.
TEL. 685-W
1">4 156
TRAP STOCK FOR SALE
Largest di.rtributors of trap stock
in the coastal area. No waiting
largest supply of oak bows lathes,
etc., on hand, low prices. INDE
PENDENT LOBSTER CO
Rock153-tf
land, Tel. 303.
FOR SALE fiom Camden Sum
mer Estate: 1941 Ford 4 door, $100
and 1953 Packard “300" converti
ble, full power. $750. Call C AM
DEN CEda; 6 5787
154 W6
QUALITY

Aluminum

Wir.dowt,

Doors, Awnings and porch
closiv**.
GiateX Siding.
KEN
NI8TON BROTHERS. Tel. Rick
land 1430-W or CRostwod 4 2686
•
UVE BAIT for
h-.
KONTIC
BROS., 165 Main Street. Thomas

ton, Route

I. or West Rockport.

130-tf

30 GAL Gas Water Heater to
et.
$1 95 a month.
A. C. MeLOON COMPANY. Tel, 1510. 115-tf
THREE rm. furn. apt. to let.
bath, hot water
Ad u Ito
TEL
1838.
109-tf
CLEAN Furnished Apts, to let,
free lights and water. 2 to 4 rooms
heated and unh.-ated. $7 to $10 Uso,
week. V. F. STUDLEY, Broadway
JUN
Tel. 1234 or 77 Park Street. Tel toute
4060
108-tf CEdar
—

FOR RENT

—

’ Hospital Beds
• Mattresses
• Bed Side Ralls

,

{hairM

• Invalid Walker*
• Bed Tables
TEL. ROCKLAND 939

UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
579 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

140-S-tf

Route 90.

AUREAL SPECIAL. Y-s. low a<650 wil! install a new forced aii
oil he-ating system with tank. fuil\
automatic.
Prompt installation 1
day.
26th year.
No down pay
ment.
Easy terms starting Feb
ruary. Also coal and wood furnaces
Write today. SUPERIOR HEAT
FNG CO.. 351 Sherwood Street. Port
land, Tel. SPruce 3-8617.
149 5
MAGEE O.l Burning Kitchen
Range for sale. I.vnn burners white
finish
Excellent condition. Prlci
reasonable 26 HOLMES STREET
149 tt
BOY'S Full Size Bicycle lor sale
n good cond.; also, professional
type ski boots, size 7. like new
TEL. 42-J, 161 L.nierock Street.
117‘tf
-“Lobster Trap stock for sale
Contact WM. C. HBMENWAT. Lincolnville Beach
Tel. Camden
CEdar 6-3971.
151-156
BABY parakeets. Cages. Stand,
loy* for sale. Also, complete lini
of bird foods for keets, canaries
cockatiels, love birds, parrots and
finches FOREST VIEW AVIARIES
9 Book- r Street. Thomaston, Maine
Mrs. C A Sw.ft. prop Phone 374
T-tf

GOOD USED CARS
We finance our own cars. No
finance or interest charge. MUN
SET AUTO SALES. 131 North Main
StreeL
l«-tf
9x12 LLNOI.EUEMS for sale, reg
ular $10 95 f or $6.98
NORTH
EASTLAND
TRADLNG
1TJST
Thomaston______________________ l-*f
PIPE FOR RALF.

Black and galvanized. All sizes,
low prices. BrCKNF.LL MFG OO ,
Limr Street.
1 tf
COMB. Gas and Oil Stove for
sale, excellent cond ; also, over
stuffed rocker. TEL. 332-M. 123-tf

Very G&od Used
TRACTORS
John Deere Md 58
John Deere Md. A
,ohn Deere Md

B

WANTED
MEAT Manager wanted. Rock
land territory. Requirements: per
sonable, w. 11 qualified to operate
self service meat dept. and direct
dept. personnel. Supermarket ex
perience pi t fi rable. Write M. M
The Courier-Gazette.
155-2
NIGHT < ashler wanted starting
January 1.
Apply THORNDIKE
HOTEL.
■

Used TV’s.
CHARLEY’S Mary Whitcomb, a native of Yar- ! Robert Walsh was the son of Wil
.^HOP,
Highland Square, mouth. Angie, a daughter, w’ho liam, the Irish schoolmaster, first
to teach in that part of what is now
1. Rockport, Maine, Tel.
married Capt. Frank Watts from Rockland, known as the Meadows,
6-3955._________________ 117-tf
Union, was the next owner.
j then a part of Thomaston He mattSSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS Capt. and Mrs. Watts lived here j rjpd Mary Ann E,Hot an(J was a
’leaned, repaired and installed. for some years but after his wife’s
h«»re
He in
Automatic
cleaning
equipment. death. Capt. Watts moved to successful shipbuild
1864.
7ree inspection and estimates. Union where he died.
His son Edwin, a merchant here,
ANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
William T. Flint, the present will be remembered by many of
vned and one rated. Ter. Car
owner,
bought
the
place
from
Mis.
7Edar 6-2687.
115-tf
the older persons. With the late
COPIES made of Important Emeline Alden of Union, who may E'.bridge Burton he was injured by
taper*, discharge papers, deeds, have been related to the Watts an explosion in a Fourth of July
drth certificates. While yon wait or Sher man family. Alpheus Sher celebration about I860 or- 1861 Both
t GIFFORD’S.
61-tf man died in 1888 and Mary E lads carried the powder marks on
Watts in 1894.
WELL! WELL! WELL!
their faces ever after
Walsh al
If It is water you need, write
William T Flint was the son of ways wore dark glasses.
Edwin
ft. W. DRINKWATER, Well Drill- Herbert H. and Eva Thompson.
married and had one son. the late
ng Contractor, P. 0. Box 135 With his father he kept a grocery
Robert Waish. whom w. rem«mlamden.
Tel. 2768.
Installment
store and market on Park street ber, one of the best of men. Edwin
dan also available, no down paylent necessary. Member of New in Rockland, but in more recent Walsh died in 1898. his wife Olivia
'ngland and National Aseoclatlona. years he was employed in Rich Wallace in 1872 and his wife Mary
ar-dson> Clothing store. Bill was Seiders in 1915.
a good ball player when baseball
His mother died when he was
was baseball on the old Broadway born and he was a puny babe In
SERVICES
grounds and R. H. S. challenged fact he never seemed robust but
Bill’s voice carried he lived a useful, active life
GENERAL Contracting wanted all comers.
•lock foundations, chimneys, fire well in the old days. As Homer
He carried on the stationer’s
daces; also, asphalt roofing and wrote of Ajax, he was mighty at store and Express Agency, served
eneral carpentering. P. E. WFP- the war cry
He was deservedly his town as selectman and was al
■*ER. 248 Thomaston Street, Rock- a very popular boy. He was a
ways a good citizen.
•and. Te!. 379-W
145*1
soldier in the First World War
He married Abbie, daughter ol
—I IDOR SANDING SERVICE
and had an interesting war ex George McCallum and she died in
RAY RICHARDS. 120 No Main
He has 1936
St., Tel. Rockland 991-W.
94-14 perience in France.
served the town as assessor.
His second Wife was Elizabeth
Twenty-four Hour Photo Service,
His wife, who was Miss Kather daughter of William G and Sadie
tsk for it at yoor local store or at
ine Winn served the town as Watts Washburn, who survived
in-FORD'S, Rockland, Maine.
1-tf Town Nurse, and wa# most faith- him only a short time, both dying
ful and efficient. She gained a in 1955.
place in the esteem and affec- ‘ For# many years Mary Ann
tions of Xhe townspeople such a3 Morse a native of South Warren
CHARLES SHAW is eldom enjoyed by anyone A and sister of the late Amasa Mors
son William T Jr., is a freshman worked for the Walshes for many
at Bowdoin.
Plumbing and

MOST Women U»
Use Cosmetics
The demand for AVON COSMETIC'S
is tremendous.
You can cash in
on this demand by becoming an
Avon Representative and ear n good
money full or part-time. Contact
Frances fii»es Bowdoinham
T’-l. MOhawk 6-2939
15345$
WILI. give good care to elderly
people on pension or private income in licensed home Tei ROCK
151-15*
LAND 516-M
GENERAL Repair Woik, Ca
pentering and Asphalt Roofing. Ma
son work, chimneys and founda
•ions.
Built new or repaired
Write V E NICKLES, Box 493
or Tel. 379-M
127-t’
Heating
MAN wanted to help In sma!
business? To operate on profi
TEL. ROCKLAND
sharing basis.
Will work wit!
you and show you how you car
1451
earn better than the average In
TEL.
THOMASTON
come with no investment.
Mus'
have car and good reference*
334
134-tf
WRITE Box BFR. c ’o The Oour
ier-Gazette, Rockland Me. 111-t!
WANTED: Auto Body Tin. Youi
LITTLE A HOFFSES
aeareat and beat spot to sell youi
Building Contractor
scrap. MORRIS GORDON and
Tel. 178-11
ION. Leland Street
52-'' Y) High Street. Thomaston, Main.
DON'T Discard Your Old or Kitchen-Bathroom Tile A Llnoleun
Foundations - Chimneys
Antique Furniture. Call H. JOHN
NEWMAN for restoring and re- Remodeling and House-Builders
Free Estimate*
119-t
finishing. 48 Masonic Street, Tel.
1106-M.
1-tf
WILL GO ANYWHERE!
For inside or outside painting
WE BLY Scrap Iron, Metal*,
also paper hanging. Call FRANK
ItagN and Batteries.
BRIDGES, JR. The best of work
MORRIS GORDON and SON
Tel Rocklam
Leland Street
Rockland fully guaranteed
WM150-tf ’624-P

1958

John Deere Md. Ml

FOR

THESE rRAlTORS
GUARANTEED bv

LEASE

MODERN 2 BAY

W. S. FUHbery * S«e

GULF SERVICE STATION
152-S-155

IN ROCKLAND
TO LET

"Going Business"

POUR Room Apartment to let in
Camden, near center of town.
Also, three and four room apart
ments. overlooking Rockport Har
bor.
Furnished or unfurnished
HASKELL A CORTHEIJ-. Camden.
Tel CEdar <F32M.__________ 155-157
ftRST Floor. 6 Rm.. Heated.
Unfurn. Apt. to let. Comer Union
and Pleaaant Streets.
Inquire 30
OAK STREET, Tel. 372-W
156-tf
tMTATgD L'nfurn Apt to let, full
hath auto, hot water.

TEL. 2SAJ
154*158

Marvelous Opportunity For Right Party
I.

i.
3.

Security — No Job Lay-Off
Financial Atotoitotance Can Be Arranged
Complete Control of Your Invetotment.
FOR INFORMATION
— CALL —

ROCKLAND 1371

After 5 p. m.
CAMDEN, CEdar 6 3965
153-155

News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. MAXINE MAHONEY, 65 MAIN STREET, TEL. 318

PATRICIA DUNCAN
Correspondent
Telephone 172

Of Motor Vehicles

Signing of the franchise was an’ nounced Friday by John Ross, who
' said the dealership will market the
Sunday School will be nt 10
o’clock Sunday at the Assembly full line of “Jeep” models in this
of God Church followed by wor area. Complete parts and service
ship service at 11 with Rev. Cal ' facilities for the famed “go-anyvin Rogers bringing the message. ! where” commercial vehicles are
I offered.
The CA Young People’s G:oup will
Vehicles in the four wheel drive
meet at the church at 6 o’clock
series are the Universal “Jeep’’, a
followed by the evening service
i one ton pickup truck. Utility Waat 7 p. m. Tuesday, prayer serv
I gons. and the new “Forward Conice at 7.30 p. m. Thursday. Bible
| trol” models, which provide the
study at 7.30 p. m.
! greatest cargo capacity per inch of
Sunday School will convene at
wheeJbase of any four wheel drive
9.45 a. m. Sunday at the Feder•rucks in their- weight class. Also
ater Church followed by service
offered is a variety of body types
of worship at 11 a m. Rev. John
far specialized applications, parti
Morrison bringing th«* New Years’
cularly where off-road transporta
message. Anthem.- by the choir.
tion over difficult ter rain is neces
•‘My Christmas Prayer", by Carle
sary.
ton and “No Candle Was There
The Universal 'Jeep’ is powered
and No Fire’’ by Lehmann Juniorby the Willys four-cylinder F-head
Youth
F'-'Iowship
Group
will I engine, proved through year# of
meet in the vestry at 5 p. m. fol
j military and civilian service for
lowed by Senior Fellowship Class
l uggedness and economy of op
at 6 o'clock. Tuesday, the* Friend
eration.
Other vehicles in the
ly Circle will meet at 7.30 p. m.
line, including the ’Jeep’ PC-170,
at the home of Mrs. Lillian Dor
the 1-ton truck and Utility Wanan for its annual meeting and
I gon.s. are offered with the Highelection of officers.
torque
Hurricane’’ L-head en
A supper will be served at 9
gine.
o'clock to members Wednesday,
Latest vehicle to join th(* ’Jeep’
followed by Midnight Watch Serv
family is the Jeep’ Economy De
ice New Year’s Eve at the Holy
livery, two-wheel drive package
Trinity Lutheran Church
delivery model with a gross ve
hicle weight of 4,500 pounds and a
inspiring singing
The pastor will cargo body 74 inches long, 63
bring the last of the Advent mes inches wide and more than five
sages. “The Christmas Aftermath’’. f.ti in height. Low in price and
The choir will rehearse in the sanc mamtenace costs, it is ideal for
tuary at 8.15 p. m
bakery, florist, dry cleaning and
Monday at 7 p. m. the Lincoln other types of package delivery
Association BYF monthly rally will businesses.
be held at the Littlefield Memorial
Ross motors will continue its
Church in Rockland. The program agency for Cadillac and OldsmoWiJ include showing of slides ta bile cars with the Jeep line an
ken at the Youth Congress last additional .service to the public
summer in Toronto.
Cars will
leave the church at 6.30 p m. Wed
Obituary
nesday at 7 p. m., the Hour of
Power- Service in the small vestry. MISS MARY E. SNOW

munion at 8.
10.30 a. m.

Louise Stetson Evans and Miss
Mary Jane Watts
A brilliant son of the couple, Di
Henr y F. Linscott. had died in 1902.
while on the faculty of the Univer
sity of North Carolina.
I
The Robert Walsh whom we all
remember came back here to live
after his second marriage and
died while a resident here
1
The home is now the properly of
the Misses Helen and Elizabeth
Newcombe. nieces of the late Mrs.
Elizabeth Walsh
F. L. S. Morse.

VINALHAVEN

Ross Motors To
Handle Jeep Line

Ross Motors has been franchised
Morning prayer will be at 7.40 by Willys Sales Corporation to hana. m. Sunday at St. John’s Episco ! die the “Jeep” family of four wheel
pal Church followed by Holy Com ; drive vehicles.

Mrs. Marjorie Verdone and Mr.
and Mrs. Peter Stapor and daugh
ter Joan of Worcester. Mass., are’
holiday guests of Mr. and Mis.
Robert Stackpole.
Miss Sally Gilchrest of West
Hartford, Conn., is spending the
holidays with her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. James Gilchrest.
The Grangers will meet Monday
evening at the Weymouth Grange
Hall and observe their Christmas
tree. Each member please bring
a gift for the tree. Mrs. Elizabeth
Upham ha^r charge of refresh
ments.
Russell Young of Groton. Mass.,
is spending three weeks vacation
with his parents, Mr. and Mis
Hollis Young.
Robert Young of Boston and
Mrs. Chester Saniford and daugh
ter Joanne of Belmont. Mass., are
holiday guests
of Mr. and Mrs.
Hollis Young.
The
Women’s Auxiliary of St.
John's Episcopal Church will hold
their
meeting Jan. 2 at the
Church Undercroft
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Anderson
and children have returned to Mil
ford. Mass., after spending the
Christmas holiday with his par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Ander
son.
Church News
Mass will be celebrated at 9.30
a. m. Sunday at St. James’ Catho
lic Church.

Sunday School at

Port Clyde
ALJ1A S. HEAL
Correspondent

Church News
Sunday s vices at the Advent
Mrs. Carrie Holgerson and sons Christian Church will be as follows:
Robert and Douglas of Camden Morning Worship at 10 a. m.. Sun
are spending the holidays with day School at 11 10 a. m . and
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. George Evening Service at 7 p. m
The
G r a y.
pastor. R- v William Mather will
Miss Betsy Kelwick of Bangor have for h.s sermon themes "God
is spending the Christma# holiday and Reviva. and "Jesus Went To
with her sister and family. Mr. Church ' Dian' Hupper, a student
at th. New England School of Theo
and Mrs. Leslie Dyer. Jr.
Bruce Arey is home from Wor logy visiting with her parents over
cester. Mass., to spend the Christ the Chr.stm ts holidays is planning
mas weekend with his mother. i the special music for our services
, ’his Sunday
Mrs. Ethelyn Chilles.
David Duncan. Sr., and grand ; Services at the Port Clyde Bap
daughter. Diane Bruce, were din tist Church. Rev. Harold A. Has
ner guests on Tuesday of Dr. and kell, pastor for the week of December 28th: Sunday at 2 p. m..
Mrs. Cameron Rae.
The sermon
Miss Marion Woodcock. R.N., of Divine Worship.
| theme will be “The Star of Bethle
Worcester. Mass..
is
spending
hem'
Church School will be held
Christmas with her mother. Mrs.
' at 3.10 p m with classes for all
Susan Woodcock.
I ages Tuesday at 7 p m.. Prayer
Kenneth Hatch. Jr., spent last
and B.h Study Hour ir. the church.
weekend in Portland visiting with
his sister, Mrs. Galen Arey. who
was in the hospital.
Pageant Sunday
Clarence Conway was in Togus
at the Veterans Hospital on Thurs
(Continued From Page Oner
day. returning home that night. I Shepherds ". under the direction
Miss Judy Clayter of New of Mrs Richard D. Spring with
Britain. Conn., is spending the the assistance of the teachers.
holidays with her parents. Mr. and
The following children are tak
Mrs. William Clayter.
ing part: Jill Robertson. Mary;
Mrs. Kenneth Hatch and Harry William Barker, Joseph; David
Conway were both pleasantly sur Miller, Thomas Cowland, Clar
prised with a double birthday ence Casey, kings; Mark Rollins.
party at the home of Mrs. Hatch’s’ Brian Whittier. Bobby Moore, at
daughter.
Mrs.
Patrick
Mc tendants to the kings; Tony Casey.
Donough. on Tuesday evening. Howard Edwards and Herbert
Lunch was served and table dec Teele, shepherds The angels ait-:
orations were in keeping with the Valerie Wheaton. Cynthia DemeChristmas season.
Other guests tri,
Jeanettf
Smith.
Maurine
were
Mis#
Donna
Webster. Egan.
Lillian
Gardner,
Billy
Delwyn Webster. Kenneth Hatch. Glover,
Kit
Adams
Tommy
Sr., and Kenneth Hatch. Jr., and Treneer, Jack Robinson, Frankie
Mr . and Mrs. Patrick McDonough. Bridges Sharon Mendell, Michael
A candlelight service was held Gross, Arthur Rollins
Barbara
at the Union Church on Wednes Barker,
Nancy
Axtell,
Ellen
day evening at 7, with Rev. Nor Spring, Lynn Adams and Philip
man Peacock in charge.
Edwards.
Members of the choir are:
Nancy Glover. Sadie Larrabee.
Tenants Harbor
Phylli# Moore, Linda Demetri,
Barbara Hanscom. B« ttina Tren
MRS. HENRY ALLEN
eer, Connie Miller, Mary Lou
Correspondent
Moore, Marion Gardner, Jane
Telephone 59
Miller-. Kathy Eagan. Linda Lar
rabee. Winifred Falkenmeyei and
Church News
Michael
Services at the Tenants Harbor Brenda Butgren with
Baptist Church will bp scheduled as Gross as soloist.
After the pageant there will be
follows for the week of December
the service of Benediction. As
28th:
Sunday: Church School hour at sisting Father Kenyon at this ser
9.15 a. m Service of divine wor- vice will be Frank Bridges, Jr..
Economy.
srip at 10.30 a. m. The pastor. Rev. John Economy, Ja\
Harold A. Haskell, will preach on Thoma< Kent and Vincent Leo.
_____________
“The Star of Bethlehem’’.
The

choir will sing “Hear Our Prayer
Seth She seemed indeed like a mcmLord Jesus" by Clarke. At 6 p m..
Gerry
to
Jamep
Overlock
Nov.
her
of
the
family.
S.
the BYF and Junior Fellowship
A
sister
of
Edwin
Walsh
married
meetings for all young people nine
10. 1854. Overlock was born in
A. N. Linscott. a former principal
Waldoboro in 1813 and married " ‘Th^TaTton' ii*h "siheii.” He years of age and through high
school. The Gospel Hour will be
Phoebe, daughter of Linus and was a native of Jefferson, a grad- held at 7 p. m Special music and
Phoebe Peabody Jones of Warren. uate of Bowdoin College, captain
He died in 1946. Phoebe died in jn the 21st Maine Regiment in the
1879. age 53. She was a sister to Civil War and practiced law in ChiFriendship
Mehitable, wife of Alexander Me- cago for many years.
HELEN L. BAIRD
Callum and Lydia, wife of John
Returning to Thomaston in 1900.
Correspondent
Hilt, who built Webbers’ Inn. so he became trial justice, and re
Tel. TEmple 2-9954
called. on Gilchrest street.
sided in the old home where he
These Jones girls were said to was married in 1865
Judge Lin( hnreh News
be very attractive women. They acott was a most impressive speakSunday in the Advent Christian
certain ly married well.
James er, one of the best I have ever
Overlook built many of the large heard. In 1915 he and Mis. Linscott Church. Rev Everett Pender, will
homes on both sides of Knox observed their 50th wedding anni- preach from the following subjects:
street. and not one outshone this veraary. Over 100 persons attend- 10.30 a. m . “Christmas Afterglow'
Tues
house which he built as a home ed.
Among those present were 7 p. m . “Christ Unwanted
for his wife and himaelf. In his the following who had been prea- day. 7 p. m praise and prayer
later years he had a lumber yard ent at the wedding in 1866: George meeting. Thursday 7 p. m.. Youth
on Carolyn street, where he did,Elliot, William G. Washburn, Mrs. meeting in the church vestry.
The next lot w«« sold by

’international 3a* U

THOMASTON

March of Dimes
Town Committee
Heads Named
Local chairmen have been named
for the communities in Knox Coun
ty for the March of Dimes which
will be held next month.
Mrs.
Norma Dion of Rockland is treas
urer of the county drive.
’ Local chairmen include:
i Camden. Charles Lowe; Rock
port. Mrs. Douglas Ladd; Owls
Head. Mrs Claire Coffey; South
Thomaston. Mrs. Verna Baum;
Appleton. Mrs. Esther Keating.
Vinalhaven. Mrs. Edith Grimes;
North Haven, Mrs. Eunice Curtis;
Mat inicus. Mr*. Harold Buaker;
Washington. Mrs Eva Sideliager;
j Warren, Fred Perklna; South Hope,

Miss Mary E. Snow, 87. of Ten*
ants Harbor died at Bangor Wed
nesday, after a long illness. She
was born June 7. 1871 at St.
George, the daughter of John and
Susan Hart Snow.
Miss Snow operated the tele
phone office in Tenants Harbor
for over 20 years.
Surviving are two nephews. Lin
coln S. Monaghan of Braintree,
Mass., and Carroll Y Monaghan
of Watertown. Mass.
Committal services will be held
at Seaside Cemetery. Tenants
Harbor, in the spring.

FORREST H. STAHL
Forrest H. Stahl. 87. of Waldo
boro. died Wednesday.
Mr Stahl was born in Waldo
boro April 23. 1871. the son of
Silas and Clara Morse Stahl.
Surviving arc a sister, Mrs. H.
L. Collins of St. Petersburg, Fla.,
and a half brother, Percy C.
Lovett of Bristol.
Funeral services will be held at
1 p. m. Saturday (today) from the
Flanders Funeral Home in Waldo
boro with Rev Philip G. Palmer
officiating.
Entombment will be at the Ger
man Lutheran Cemetery.

Knox Hospital
Continued Jrotn Page OO8)

President Seth Low and Ad
ministrator Richard C. Leavitt
now hope to hold the opening
ceremonies by Feb. 15. a full
month later than originally anti
cipated.
Delays in shipment of cabinets
and other items necessary before
final work can move ahead has
held up the project several weeks.
Once the new section is ready
for operation, patients will be
moved and the remodeling of the
present hospital will commence.
The projei t. when fully completed
with the old hospital remodeled,
will exceed $1,000,000.

Mrs Elmer Hail.
St Georg. Mias Helen LaRuux;
Union Mrs. Ronald Barker; Hope
Corner. Mrs Jane McGrath: Cush
ing. Mrs Helen Raver: Friendship
Mrs. Aima Black.
.MAINE PORT Al THOKITI
Portland. Maine
NOTICE TO BIDDERS
Sealed bids for construction, test
ing and delivery of one (I) diesel
engine driven, steel passenger,
vehicle ferry Hull f E-888. 91 feel
by 30 feet by 8 feet, will be re
ceived by the Directors of the
Maine Port Authority, at the Di
rectors' Rooms, at the Maine State
Pier in Portland, Malae. until I
P. M. E.S.T. on IS January 19H.
Contract drawings, specifications,
bid forms and other pertinent docu
ments may be obtained on or after
15 December 1958 from Canal En
gineering Company, 731 Weal Prin
cess Anne Road. Norfolk 7, Vir
ginia.
A deposit of
la rHatred far
the complete set of contract docu
ments. drawings and npectftratiaaa.
of w hich deposit CM.m will be re
funded upon return of drawings to
good condition upon reqaent after
the bid opening.
Plans, specifications aad pertinent
documents may be exaaitoed, at
the Maine Port Authority office,
Portland. Maine, or at the Coaet
Engineering Company office, Nor
folk. Virginia, by any totareatod
party

(M.M

DIRECTORS OF MAINE
POET AtTMOBITY
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SANDRA BETTE SEEKINS IS ENGAGED SKATING RINK PROSPECTS DIM AS

SUNDAY WEDDING AT TREMONT

i

i

-U

i
WATER COMPANY ASKS CITY TO TAK6

TO FREDERICK W. CARROLL

RESPONSIBILITY FOR ALL DAMAGES -

Hr

;
> i

Mr. and Mrs. William Dorman
entertained at an all day Christ
mas party Thursday at their home
on North Main Street.
Present
were Dr. and Mrs. Guy L Vannah of Port Clyde. Miss Lelia Cook
of
Friendship.
Miss
Florence
Withee. Bob Jones School in South
Carolina. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
R. Dorman. Mr. and Mrs. Kendrick
Dorman and children. Janice
Peggy and Wayne. Miss Margaret
Dorman and Mrs. Grace Fish.

The City is making an effort to
set up a skating rink at the South

End in the area between Lovejoy,
Thomaston and South Main Street,
but is having tittle luck.
City Manager Charles Haynes
said Friday that the Camden and
Rockland Water Company
Company is will- ■>"<« <>°°d‘d ■“ lhe 0Ut8et
ing to flood the area with over a weather.

a span of years the figure includes
a 10 per cc r.t llowance for inf la
authorization
was
tion.
One

Last Saturday. Stephen Spring,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard D.
Spring of 96 Camden street, cele
brated his third birthday. Guests
includf'd:
Barbara
Economy,
Heather
Young.
Ann
Jillson.
Martha Gross. John Axtell. Craig
Smith. Darrell Smith. Elien Spring
and Jane Robinson.
Dec. 21 a special met ting of the
Knox-Waldo Hairdressers Associa
tion was held at the hom; of Mr.
and Mrs. James Roach. Fogg
street, to select the 1959 officers.
Those attending enjoyed a pleas
ant afternoon ending with a lob
ster supper served by the hostess.

Teacher Colleges

Would Benefit

From Bond Issue
Support will be sought for a
$7,500,000 bond issue for teachers
college
construction when
the
Representative Assembly of the
Maine Teachers Association meets
Monday and Tuesday at Augusta.
A report from the MTA legisla
tive committee to the 51 member
assembly listed repairs and im
provements needed at five Maine
teachers colleges. Since the program would be carried out over

granted by legislative action and
referendum the money would be
borrowed « 5 it was needed to
carry out individual project
The report praised the action of
the last legislature in setting aside
more money for buildings at the
teachers colleges than had been
spent in all their history. “These
efforts are at last bearing fruit
in a 14 per cent increase in enrol
ment thi# fall and the accredita
tion of one of our teachers col
leges. Farmington, for the first
time any Maine teachers college
has been so recognized.”
“The program must be con
tinued. The future welfare of our
state depends on a constantly in
creasing supply of well qualified
new teachers and this supply
should not be affected by econo
mic conditions in any one year.”
the report stated.
The Representative Assembly,
which is the governing body of the
MTA. will consider other legisla
tive recommendations, including
increased state subsidy, a referral
service for problem children, and
a state law governing sick leave.
If these proposals are approved
by the Assembly they will become
part of the MTA legislative pro
gram.
The Assembly, which meet# for
two days in the Senate Chamber
at the State House, will also vote
on a divided teachers' convention,
and
resolutions urging higher
qualifications for teachers.
Following a banquet Monday
evening the officers of the MTA
will burn a mortgage, symboliz
ing complete ownership of the Association's $50,009 headquarters
building.

WEDDING OF LAST SATURDAY
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The South End rink was estafcl’
iished several years ago and wu<
lighted by the City.
Since then,,
thousands of youngsters and adult*
have enjoyed skating there each
winter.

UNEXPECTED HOLIDAY
City Hall employees got an un
expected holiday Friday as gas,
from acetylene torches being used
to cut through the steel of the police
cell block in the basement filtered
through the building. A short time
aRer Highway Department worke,.g gtarted cuttjng away Ue oI<
ceU b;ockg jn a modernization program, the fumes from the burning,
paint filled the building and City
Manager Charles Haynes declared

a hohday. He gtuck ln hU office
Urough ,he day but wag , uttle

THE WOMAN'S SHOP
AND

HASKELL & CORTHELL
CAMDEN, MAINE

Mis* Sandra Bette Seekins

Mr. and Mrs. Philip R. Seeking employed at Van Baalen of Rock
The bridegroom's mother wore
of Thomaston announce the en land.
a navy blue crepe dress with white
gagement of their daughter. San
Mr. Carroll is a graduate of
accessories and a corsage of deep dra Bette, to Frederick W. CarWaldoboro High School, class of
pink carnations,
roll. son of Mr. and Mrs. Pearl
’57, and is employed by Harold
a reception was held after the Carroll of North Waldoboro.
ceremony in the church vestry.
Miss Seekins attended Thomas- Ralph's Garage in Waldoboro.
A March wedding is planned.
Decorations were of festoon:ng wed- ton High School and is presently
ding bells and red poinsettias. The ------------------------------------------------------five tier cake which centered the
refreshment table was made by EATONS MARRIED HALF CENTURY
Mrs. Boyd Linscott of Ellsworth, j
aunt of the bridegroom.
The bride graduated from Tre
mont Consolidated School. Pemetic
High School, in Southwest Harbor,
and the Comptometer School in
Portland.
Before her marriage,
she was employed in the business
office of the New England Tele
phone and Telegraph Company in
Rockland for a period of one year.
The bridegroom, a sergeant in
the United States Marine Corps,
has completed a tour of duty in
Japan and the Philippines and hns
been stationed at Camp Lejeun- .
N. C.
He attended Bucksport
schools and was giaduatei fiom
Ellsworth High School.
Following the reception.
the
young cople left by car for a two
day trip to an unannounced desti
nation. After spending Christmas
with their parents, they will leave
on Friday for Santa Ana. Calif.,
where Sgt. Crawford will be sta
tioned.
The bride’s traveling ensemble
was a grey aqua blend wool suit,
and her acessories were antique
brown
H» r corsage was of pale
Photo by Shear
vellow carnations mixed with dark i
( apt. and Mr*. Roswell F. Eaton relive Incident* of their marriage
brown ribbon.

Captain and Mrs. Roswell F.
Eaton of Glen Cove will celebrate
their half a century of marriage
with an Open House from 2 to 5 and
7 to 5 p. m. Sunday.
Captain Eaton. 71. and former
Sadie Burns. 68, were married
November 19. 1908, at the First
Baptist Church parsonage in Rockland by the late Rev. William Day. ,
after growing up together in Brooklin.
j
Their wedding anniversary celebration was postponed from las'
month in older to insure that the
family, five children and 11 grandchildren, would be present. Children are: Mrs Dorothy Lord of
Bangor. Carl Eaton of Montana
David R Eaton of Glen Cove. Ml t
Cynthia Dauphin of Bath and Mis '
Ethel Ausplund of Brighton, Mass
Many of the steamboat lovers in
this area will remember Captain
Eaton as mate and master of many
a vessel which went up and down
the coast of Maine for over half
a century.
Captain Eaton, who is the fourth
generation of a seafaring family
started his career at sea in 1900 in
sailing vessels out of Brooklin.
He served on his first steamboat
in 19C3 under Captains Oscar and
Lou Crockett, out of Rockland.
In 1909. he w’ent aboard the J T.
Morse, which made trips Irom

A

............... ...................

Photo by Genthner
Mr. and .Mrs. George Leighton Winslow
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be proposed by the School Com
mission. This group is headed by
Mark Shibles. and the state is
fortunate to have a man of his
ability and enthusiasm doing this
important joh. Such recommen
dations should have serious con
sideration. On the other hand, the

Mi** Alter Jean Capell

M' and
Harold CaP«11 of
Legislature. ' regardless of the Rembert. S C , anounce the enpolitical make-up of the various ffagement of their daughter, Alice
councilor districts. This results
to William Martel. son of Mr.

Rockland to Bai Harbor.
Ca pt
During World War I
Eaton was aboard a Navy patrol .
boat, stationed in Rockland, which |
patrolled the coast of Maine. He ,
rose to the rank of captain, after i
going anoard the 10.000 tanker, ■
Sepulga in 1923. Prior to World ,
War n. he was captain aboard j
the tug. John Chester Morrison,
owned by John I. Snow of Rock
'and.
Donning military uniform one:
again. Capt. Eaton was master rf
the
ocean going tug.
Margo
Moran, owned by the Moran
Transport Transportation Company. during the second World
War. which served as a towing.
rescue and salvage vessel.
From 1945 to 1956. he was captain for the Lewis Transportation
Company. Since his retirement,
he has served in various capaci
ties aboard the tug Security out
of Belfast duiing the summer
months.
The Eatons are members of the
First Baptist Church of Rockport
and the Rockport Boat Club,
Capt. Eaton participates in the
activities of the Knox County Fish
and Game Association while his
wife is a member of the Beaverettes. He is also on the member
ship rolls of the Steamship Histoiical Society.

Owls Head
MRS. FRANCIS DYER
Correspondent
Telephone 295-M3

Guests during the holiday week
end of Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Weeks

and Mr«
Martel ot
Ave Legislature should be very wary,
of those who seek higher sub- W"# Mr and M,a dames Weeks
nue. Rockland.
j No date has been set for the wed- sidics without accepting the liabi and sons. Scott, Rodney and John,
of Birmingham. Mich., and Mr. and
dmg
lities of improved education.
" It hasn’t taken much time or Mrs. Edward Hellier and children.
in purely political arguments re"'———--------- ----- ---------------- —-------garding appointments, and injects cil. but I can't quite see that this much time to public service. We talk to state some of the princi Susan. Peter and Sally, of Hing
ham, Mass.
politics into many of the dozens would be better or less political. | have found that special Marions pal problems facing the 99th Leg
islature.
But it’s going to take
a lot of talk and a good deal of
time to settle these important
matters. I hope when all's said
and done that the Legislature will
baste trouble with annual sessions hard on the Sinclair bill have felt have used just one measure:
Is that they would make it harder. well repaid by the interest shown "What is the best thing for the
still to get good men and women' all over the state and by the Dis- whole state of Maine’?’’

to run

THE SECOND NUMBER BECOMES EFFECTIVE THEREAFTBL
MAN'S SI00. WARDROBE
Curlee Suit, Topcoat. Hat. Shirt,
Tie, Hose, Gloves, Shoes
2.

at their Glen Cove home Friday afternoon by looking through the family
album.

TV’

"Annual sessions have been proposed tor this purpose, with the
8enate confirming all appointments. Aside from a very considerable
added
expense,
the'

THE FIRST NUMBER HAS UNTIL
5 P. M. SATURDAY, JAN. 3rd, TO CLAIM PRIZE.

X
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In a lovely double ring ceremony Winslow of West Rockport ciiculatat the United Christian Church in ing th guest book. Mrs. Bernard
Lincolnville last Saturday evening. Young. Jacqueline Young, and Una
Rosemary Young, daughter of M: Winslow were in charge of the gift
and Mi s. Ivan R. Young of Lincoln tabie. while assisting in serving
ville, was united in marriage with w< i e Mrs. Jui.a Width-comb. Miss
George Leighton Winslow, .son of EI.z-ib. th
Ann Mis.
Jennie
Mr. and Mis. Charles Winslow ol Pears., and Mis. Marion Norwood.
West Rockport. Rev. Clyde Em-j Foliowing the reception. the
coup!,- left for a trip of unannounced
beriing officiat'd
The bride, who was given in mar destination. The bride's traveling
riage by her father, was beautifully ensemble was olive green with
attired in a white ballerina length black accessories. On their return
gown of nylon acetate lace over they will make their home in Cam
nylon acetate taffeta, with a scal den.
The bride is a graduate of Cam
loped neckline with pleated nylon
net inserts. Falling'from a band of den High School
The bridegroom is a graduate of
seed pearls was a finger tip veil of
net. She carried a bouquet of red Rockport High School and is pres
ently employed with the Penobscot
roses and white carnations.
The organist. Mrs. Selma Cilley. Bay Ice Company.
played "O' Promise Me" and "I
Ltove You Truly"
Problems Facing
The matron of honor. Mrs. Bea
Berry, wore a gown of light blue
(Continued from Page One)
nylon net and carried a bouquet of
fight pink carnations and white tation. This means that all of the
council will always be members
poms.
of the partv which controls the!

Photo by Uzzell

a corsage of white carnations i
mixed with blue ribbon.

will take care of ordinary emergencie* cheaply, satisfactorily and
with minimum demands on the
time of the members,
"Those who worked long and

lor the Legislature, be- tricts already formed.
order

will

TEL CEdor 6-3284

CHRISTMAS PRIZES

Mr. and Mr*. Sanford G. Crawford (Mi** Karen Elizabeth Richl

Karen Elizabeth Rich, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Rich of
Bernard.
and Sanford
George
Crawford, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Sanford I. Crawford of Ellsworth,
were united in marriage by Rev.
Paul K Weimer pastor of the Tremont Larger Parish, in a double
ring ceremony which took place
at 2 o'clock Sunday afternoon at
th
East
Tremont
Methodist
Church
Tht bride, given in marriage by
her father, wore a floor Length gown
of Chantilly lace and net over satin,
with a sabrina neckline enhanced
with
iridescent
sequins.
long
- ves w ith bridal points and the
fuil skirt ended in a sweep train
Her fingertip veil fell from a crown
of Queen Anne’s lace dotted with
seed pearls and sequins. She car
ried a small prayer book from
which fell a cascade bouquet of
white shattered carnations and ivy.

....................... ~

of functions performed by the
council. The easy cure for this
is to have the council elected by
the people, in which case the
minority party will almost always
have representation and thereby
a spokesman.
"It has been suggested that a
following the ceremony at the Tran- committee of the Senate should

col<

clearing grass from the large area, groggy by night.

ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED

The best man was Edward Berry
of South Hope.
The bridesmaids were Miss Judith
Young of Lincolnville and Miss
Frances Winslow of West Rockport.
They wore identical gowns of light
pink nylon net and carried a
bouquet of dark pink carnations and
white poms. The flower girl was
Miss Deborah Norwood.
Ring
bearer was Master Paul Pearse.
Ushers were Maynard Graffam. Jr.,
of Rockport and Kenneth Morton
of West Rockport.
A reception Was held immediately

million gallons of water from near
by hydrants. But. the City must
assume responsibility for disturb
ing rust in the water mains which,
they tell him. might cause clogging
of home water services, especially
automatic dish washers and wash
ing machines.
Haynes commented that he did
not wish to assume the responsibili
ty, noting that a good rain would
solve the problem as the area has
already been dammed by the Department of Public Works. He also
commented that there was little
chance of rain, taking into consid-,
eiation the temperatures.
He did say that he was to go over
the matter again today with Water
Company officials while the Publie Works crews finished the job of

-

The maid of honor was Miss Julia
Thayer Burnham of Yarmouth and
The bridesmaids
Albany. N. Y
were Miss Mildred Rose- Jeffers
and Miss Constance Jeffers of Otter
Creek. The flower girls were Valerie Jean Rich of Southwest Harbor. cousin of the bride, and Jeann
MacAllian of Bucksport, cousin of
the bridegropm.
The best man was Arthur R
Crawford of Ellsworth, brother of
the bridegroom, and the ushers
were Albert Kimball of August!.
William Linscott of Ellsworth,
cousins of the bridegroom, 'and
Robert Rich and Walter Rich of
Bernard, brothers of the bride.
The bride’s mother’s gown was
street length, deep blue lace over
taffeta, with white accessories and

p i f

a task which was impossible th*
past summer due to the wet seaao*
which kept the swampy area npoa<
i
most of the time.
Another season, he thought that
a large skating area could be bulk
doZ('d on the South School property

Down

Live!

Mr. and Mrs. Chailes Earl of
Geneva, N. Y., were holiday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Miller
of Crescent Beach.
Miss Alice Walker of Colby Col
lege is spending the Christmas reiCcSa •* the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Avard Walker.
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WOMAN'S Sion. WARDROBE
Coat, Suit. Dress, Slip, Hose, Bug,
Hat. Gloves, Nylon Gown
Carl Eagan, Rockland
SCHWINN CORVETTE BICYCLE
30654
Boys' or Girls’
17740
3rd—21117
Curlee Sport Coat
29891
23881
5510
Boy’s Kaynee Pants
20750
Man's Duofold Sweater
81737
7543
Men's V. S. Royal Insulated Pacs
8172
F. J. Hooker
Bernal Yarns - Camelaine
267
14705
Boy's Lee Riders
Vei
McKeen, Camden
I-ad'-es' Luxite Slip
30271
23257
20661
Wembley All Silk Tie
5351
Women's Snuggle Boots
14302
7885
Sport Shirt by Berma
22002
16189
Man's Paris Belt
Ruth Smith
Jantzen Girdle
1994
20647
Buck Skein Flunnel Shirt
32863
21267
Buddy lee Doll
33043
26516
I Pr. Queen Quality Shoes
3350
32255
6030
Camden Herald, 1 Yr. Subscription
29448
1 Pr. Quoddy Moccasins
W. W. Dunbar. Skowhegan
Ship'n Shore Blouse
2X41(130042
Guyer Hat
29777
2674
I Tr. Bass Weejuns (men's or women's)
6397
10571
Girl's lee Riders
29929
32098
Women's I'. S. Gaytees - Nylon
25057
1131
Raincoat and Hat by Hayes
22690
29955
Man's Billfold by Craftsman
9963
I Pr. Men's Interwoven Hose
11121
Boy's lee Riders
13573
1502
Men's Yorktown Shoes
22579
33559
Men's Flannel Slarks by Halrin
9952
84331
3 Prs. Cooner Jockey Shorts
21995
3 Prs. Ladies' Nylon Hose (Berkshire)
13336
Corduroy Shirt bv Tru Val
9778
Men's Pleetway Pajamas
5561
Raynster bv U. S. Rubber Co.
1295
Wembley All Silk Tie
17606
Ice Skates by Basco
22010
I Pr. Women’s Gloves by Prince
28724
Down East Magazine - I Yr. Subscription
Perma Lift Girdle
Arthur McLennan, Rockland
Silk Tie by Spur
21014
1470
Boy's Lined Dungarees - Rancho
10130
29915
Men’s Marine Pants
21800
13099
Women's Hudson Bay Boots
20146
23317
Man's Zipper Sweatshirt
1136
Mrs. C. Steelman
Man's Raincoat by Mansbrooke
27352
25026
Wembley All Silk Tie
33628
5108
Tru Val Gabardine Shirt
2943
I«cwls De Blair
Lynbronke Dress
10076
10648
Tyrolean Shoes (men's or women's)
7755
34281
Ladies' Barbette Dress
20633
3741
Misses' (oJamas
2063
20868
Top-Sider Rainsuit
22623
29069
Perma Lift Brassiere
30621
9809
Men's Dungarees by Lee
29565
17798
Welleo Slippers (men's or women's)
SI6O4
12224
laidies* Jewelry by l-ong
28065
4855
Courier-GazeMe - 1 Yr. Subscription
IK4S3
31518
laidies* Silk Scarf by Tealcraft
17009
1888
Ski Mittens by B. F. Moore
Victoria Eagaa, Rockland
Jantzen Sweater tinea's or women's)
14126
17202
Girls' Skirt and Blouse
604
31913
3 Pr. l-adics' Nylon Hose (Berkshire)
15751
15753
Women's Enna Jettick Shoes
26891
4437
Maine Guide Car Coat
3635
33136
Slacks by Halpern A Christenteld
14221
30024
Arrow Shirt
11761
7602
Handbag by Fox
11500
7334
Interwoven Hose
IH52
15193
Girls' lee Riders
22143
25952
McIntosh Apples - WentworthFarms
27201
10571
Women's Gloves by Prince
31581
Ruby Chirks by Hillcrest
4115
28572
Arrow Shirt
8405
9519
Men's Flannel Slacks by Saxon
28494
7189
Wayne Maid Dress
29714
9149
Men's Nite Gio Slippers
33487
15188
Blouse by Stylecraft
19115
13191
2 lbs. Chocolates by Putnam
11021
19999
Arrow Shirt
JUN
21889
Dress by Berkshire
188
21891
Sweater by Garland
34189
19251
Fanry McIntosh Apples - Payson Farms

Zaa Dorlty. Camden
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
Ml.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
90.
97.
98.
99.
199.
191.
103.
103.

3 Prs. Cooper Jockey Shorts
Zipper Sweatshirt
Interwoven Hose
Child s Northland Ski Set
Pants by Niagara
Zipper Rag by Atlantic
Scallops - H gal. by Wooster
8 lb. Capoa by Hoflses
Sport Shirt by Berma
85.00 Mdse. Credit - Haskell A Corthell
Sterilizer by Spencer Badger

17078
13788
5073
32230
17888
11422
24765
8494
6305

28862
12715
188U
31211
18861
24197
88W
28889
13888
6828

71308
D. A. Vc

9 Nt. Capoa by Ernest Johnson
Shirt by Arthur Morse

32421

Girl's Raincoat by Globe
Child's Car Cost by Weinberg

31729

Bos Men’s Hdkts.
95.99 Mdse. Credit - The Woman’s Shop
Dress by L’Algton
Sport Coat by College Town

39822

10973
9489
IMBI
12W

11888
18898
21889
17728
11889
1889
12189

